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Freedom Fest Events
June 27 Mr. & Miss
Freedom Fest Pageants
June 28 First Baptist Church's
"I Believe In America"
June 29 "Freedom is Not Free"
exhibit

July 2 Efull Blowout
July 2-4 Hazel Antique Dealer's
July 3

Choice Sale
Rotary/ Max Hurt
Memorial Golf
Tournament
* Family Day in the Park
* Bark in the Park
* Martel/ YMCA Kids'
Parade
* Froggy Country
Music Fest

July 4

•

mes

Ledger

A

O.B. Boone Memorial
Boy Scout Breakfast
* Lion's Club
5K Journey for Sight
* VFW Post 6291
Veterans Memorial Svc.
*YMCA
Softball Tournament
* Briggs & Stratton
Main St. MileWalk/Run
* Murray Optimist Club's
Biggest Small Town
Parade in America
* Lion's Club
Old-Fashioned St. Fair
* Freedom Fest/ Pepsi
Art &Craft Fair
* Music With a Bang!
* Briggs & Stratton
Fireworks Extravaganz
*YMCA
Teen Extravaganza
July 45 National Scouting
Museum "Community
Appreciation Days"
For a Free Freedom Fest Events Guide.
information about the passport pmgram.
or other information, call 759-2199

LOCAL

Air conditioner
frees jail inmates
DANVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
broken air conditioner at the
Boyle County Jail has meant a
trip to the hospital for some inmates, and a get-out-of-jail free
pass for others.
"We have no windows and
thick concrete walls and they
retain a lot of heat," said Jailer
Chris Hill.
The jail's air conditioning
system broke down Tuesday at
the start of a heat wave that
continues, and, despite a repair, has not been fully operational since then.
"I can't say for sure exactly
how many (inmates) were sent
to the hospital because of illnesses due to the heat, but
there have been some panic attacks related to the heat and
some other things," Hill said.
"Everyone, though, has been
returned in OK condition."
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U.S.fighter
fires missile
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
U.S. F-16 fighter fired a missile
at an Iraqi surface-to-air missile
battery in southern Iraq today after Iraqi radar locked on four
British patrol planes, Pentagon
officials said.
The fighter had been accompanying the British Tornadoes
enforcing NATO's no-fly zone.
The planes returned safely to
base.
The Iraqi radar at the site had
illuminated the British jets, signaling an intention to fire, said
Pentagon spokesman Col. Richard Bridges.
The incident occurred near
Basra in southern Iraq at about
1:30. EDT, which was during
daylight hours in Iraq. The firing
of the missile was standard response to Iraq's locking its radar
on any U.S.-allied aircraft, the

Pentagon said.
No U.S. warplanes were fired
upon and there was no immediate
report on whether the missile
fired by the F-16 struck its target.
The incident happened about
1:30 a.m. EDT, or during daylight hours over Iraq.
"Coalition aircraft pilots assigned to Joint Task ForceSouthwest Asia received cockpit
indications that they were being
targeted by a missile site," said
Navy Lt. John O'Neal, spokesman for the U.S. Command, the
joint military headquarters responsible for the Persian Gulf
region.
"This is considered an action
requiring aggressive defensive
measures."
In London, the British Defense
See Page 2
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ing, talks to his new boss, MSU Dean Dr. Jack Rose during a reception before Rose delivered the Sparks
lecture Monday.

ripp heads Rose touts collaboration
to grand jury
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

By PETE YOST
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Linda
Tripp, the other woman on the
Monica Lewinsky tapes, went before a grand jury today to tell
what she knows about an alleged
presidential affair and cover-up.
Her appearance at the U.S.
District Courthouse becomes a
critical piece in the investigation,
as prosecutor Kenneth Starr tries
to press beyond proving a sexual
relationship between Ms. Lewinsky and President Clinton to
possible obstruction of justice
and witness tampering.
Three lawyers and her children
accompanied her. Asked if she
was nervous, she replied only
with a smile. Her lead attorney,
Anthony Zaccagnini, said, "Not
at all. ... She's doing good. She's
real strong."
And with that, unaccompanied,
Mrs. Tripp entered the grand jury

room for questioning that could
stretch over several days.
A crowd of about 300 journalists struggled to get a view — or
a question in — as she arrived at
the federal building where dozens
of grand jury witnesses have preceded her.
In an interview reported in today's editions of The Washington
Post, Mrs. Tripp said she had
been vilified unfairly. "I am so
anxious to go before Che grand
jury and tell the truth," she told
the newspaper.
Mrs. Tripp in 1993 became executive assistant to Clinton's
White House counsel, Bernard
Nussbaum, and now works for
the Pentagon. She precipitated a
criminal probe of Clinton in January when she took 20 hours of
secretly recorded telephone conversations with Ms. Lewinsky to
III See Page 2

WEATHER
Tonight...Partly cloudy. A
bit cooler. Low in the middle
60s. Northwest wind 5 to 15
mph.
Wednesday...Mostly sunny
and a bit milder. High 85 to
90.
Outlook for July
4th...Partly sunny. A small
chance of thunderstorms. High
85 to 90.

Collaboration is the key for
higher education in the 21st
century, the new dean of the
College of Education at Murray State University told a
group of area educators
Monday.
The new dean, Dr. Jack
Rose, is an old face - formerly serving as superintendent of the Calloway County
School System for 20 years
and an assistant professor in
the college.
He is returning to Murray
after spending 18 months as
director of the Maury County
School District in Columbia,
Tenn.
Rose gave the annual Harry

M. Sparks Distinguished
Lecture.
"We must work together,"
Rose told the group. "Within
the university, with P through
12 schools — not just talk it
— but do it — and with the
many agencies and groups that
influence our program."
Rose pointed out that the
changes brought about by
Kentucky's primary and secondary education reform in
1990 has had a rippling effect
in higher education.
"What you observe in the
education classroom is not
what you and I may have experienced eight years ago, or
28 years ago," Rose said.
The education classroom
has adopted more active learn-

ing — with students reading,
writing, planning, making presentations, making and defending positions, teaching, discussing and working in
groups.
"The strategies we have initiated to make teaching in the
public schools more effective
are being or will be implemented in methods class in
college," Rose said. "The professional education program
and professor has been updated — 'some repainting,
some remodeling and some
ripping out and replacing."
'Another key area is accountability. Rose stressed that the
university will also need to be

• See Page 2

Baesler pledges reform
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — In
a rally that combined a spirit of
non-partisanship with several notso-subtle jabs at U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell, U.S. Rep. Scotty
Baesler pledged Congress
wouldn't end the session without
passing major campaign finance
reform.
The Democratic candidate to
succeed retiring U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford was the only national
candidate who attended Monday
night's forum, which was sponsored by Common Cause and the
League of Women Voters. All of
the candidates were invited, organizers said.
Baesler told the more than 100
people in attendance that spending reform was the country's
"most important subject" and
urged them to ask the rest of the
state's congressional delegation
to vote for the Shays-Mechan Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act.
Baesler, who circulated a petition
in Congress to assure the bill
would reach the floor, said he ex-

pects the bill will pass this term,
even though he is Kentucky's
only House member who supports it.
The legislation would prohibit
"soft money," or unregulated
funds given by corporations or
political action committees that
political parties often use to
promote candidates and therefore
circumvent spending limits imposed on individual campaigns.
It also would require greater
public disclosure of campaign
contributions and expenditures
and would bar parties from
spending money on behalf of a
candidate who spends more than
$50,000 of personal funds on a
given election.
"Soft money in this country
sells the agenda for Congress,"
Baesler said. "People who deny
that have got their heads in the
sand."
Several times, Baesler and the
other speakers criticized McConnell, who has long been vocal in
his position that campaign spend-

ing is free speech and therefore
constitutionally protected. On his
office wall, Baesler said, is a
copy of McConnell's statement,
"No campaign was ever won or
lost on campaign reform." He is
determined to probe the statement
wrong, Baesler said.
Ann McBride, the national
president of Common Cause, delivered the keynote speech at the
forum. She said President Clinton
and Congress have treated the
proposed campaign finance act
"as if it is written in invisible
ink" and that political parties
have become "laundromats for
huge corporations and special
interests."
"Just because we're in a time
where the economy is booming
can't paper over the fact that we
have a crisis in government," she
said.
Kentucky's state finance laws
were praised during the forum.
Among them are spending limits
• See Page 2

Stamp prices to increase
By RANDOLPH E. SCHMID
Associated Press Writer
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REACHING NEW HEIGHTS: The Murray Middle School cheerleading
team works on lifts during camp at Murray State University recently

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
cost of mailing a letter will go up
by a penny early next year, the
Postal Service's governing board
announced today.
The new rates, approved by the
independent Postal Rate Commission on May 11, will take effect
Jan. 10, 1999, board chairman
Sam Winters said.
The new rates will boost the
cost of mailing a first-class letter
by one cent, to 33 cents. A variety of changes will affect other
classes of mail.
"This penny increase is the
right amount at the right time,"

Winters said at the postal governors' monthly meeting.
"The rate adjustment is being
made to provide a continuing investment in America's communications future,'' he said.
Other rate changes included include a cut in the price of sending additional ounces of firstclass mail from 23 cents to 22
cents. Thus, a 1 -ounce letter will
go up to 33 cents, 2-ounces will
be the same as now, totaling 55
cents, and heavier letters will
cost less than at present.
In other typical price changes,
a priority package will rise from
$3 to $3.20: sending a local
newspaper will cost 15.7 cents,

up from 14.5 cents; the price to
mail a national magazine will rise
from 27.1 cents to 29.1 cents and
a basic parcel post package that
cost $2.42 cents to send will rise
to $2.74.
The decision to implement the
rate increase in January ends
wide speculation about when it
would take effect. Congress last
week urged a delay in implementing the new rates.
Although the Postal Service
has made a profit of more than $1
billion in each of the last three
years, Winters stressed that the
agency "does not, does not, have
a surplus."
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Two more found in E. coli scare
ATLANTA (AP) — Two more
children have contracted a
dangerous strain of E. coli from a
suburban Atlanta water park, bringing to 19 the total number of
children infected, state health officials said today.
The children are from Cobb
County and Bartow County, and
neither were sick enough to be
hospitalized, said Peter Lee, a
spokesman with the Georgia Department of Human Resources.
They were at the park either on
June 11 or 12, he said.
The infection now has spread
to children in five states, including 12 children from Georgia,
two from both Alabama and Tennessee and one child from Ken-

child defecated in a kiddie pool
at White Water Park in Marietta
on the first day and other children swallowed contaminated water before chlorine and a filter
system could clean it. The sick
child probably returned the next
day, repeating the scenario, officials. have said.
The new cases may have resulted from another fecal accident, possibly by a child infected
at the pool on June II or June 12,
said Fran Buchanan, spokeswoman with the Georgia Department
of Human Resources.
The bacterium has an incubation period of nine days.
At least three children remained hospitalized in Atlanta to-

tucky, Arizona and Illinois.
Four new cases added Monday
were believed to be infected June
17, officials said.
The father of 3-year-old
Matthew Addison of Louisville,
who was in good condition today
at Kosair Children's Hospital in
Louisville, said his son visited
the pool June 17.
"My wife has always been paranoid about E. cob; she won't
even allow our kids to have fastfood hamburgers," Randy Addison said.
The earlier cases were tied to
exposure of the more dangerous
strain of the bacterium, E. coli
0157:H7, on June 11 or June 12.
Health officials believe a sick

day — two girls ages 2 and 4 in
critical condition and a 3-yearold boy, the son of Braves shortstop Walt Weiss, in fair condition,
all at Scottish Rite Children's
Medical Center. Two others, a
2-year-old boy in fair condition
and • a 3-year-old boy in good
condition, were at Egleston
Children's Hospital on Tuesday.
The new cases came on the
same day White Water Park announced it would install by
week's end a computerized system to track water quality. Park
spokeswoman Decdie Dowdle
said the $50,000 system and new
rules requiring young children to
wear plastic pants "should virtually eliminate any risk."

Girl who divorced mom reconsiders
DOVER, Del. (AP) — Samantha Frazer was 6 when her
mom left her behind. As the girl
went from one foster home to
another, she heard from her
mother once in a while, usually
to break a promise.
So Samantha went to court this
spring to divorce her mom. Her
legal fight redefined children's
rights in Delaware.
But after a two-week visit with
the mother she once said "has
not cared for me or loved me,"
Samantha, now 10, has changed
her mind.
Samantha, through her lawyer,
said she will move back with her
mother, Victoria Frazer, who
claims to have cleaned up her
drug addictions and wants her

daughter back. They will likely
be reunited Aug. 1.
No reason for Samantha's
change of mind was given. Her
lawyer, Matt Denn, said her decision came soon after returning
last Thursday from a visit with
Ms. Frazer in Georgetown, S.C.
"This is a story of perseverance and redemption," said
Robert Taylor, a lawyer for Ms.
Frazer. "That's her daughter. She
loves her daughter."
The visit in Ms. Frazer's home
gave the two time to "bond," he
said.
"There is no doubt this child
has been through a terrible process, but if anyone is going to
heal that, it's her mother," he
said.

The other girl had lived with
her stepfather until last March,
when she went to live with her
mother in South Carolina.
Samantha, an energetic girl
with glasses and a dazzling smile,
has lived in four foster homes
over four years. She will leave
behind a former therapist who

had offered to adopt her.
Bonnie Gladu, the therapist,
said the state Division of Family
Services should not have allowed
the unsupervised visit.
"She's a 10-year-old and she's
very vulnerable," Ms. Gladu told
Wilmington radio station WDELAM. "While I'm deeply saddened, it's not unexpected and
it's certainly not unexpected that
the division will not protect her
despite herself."
The Supreme Court granted
Samantha standing, but she had
to file to reopen the case in Family Court by Monday.

"What you realize is there are
really some systematic problems," Daly said. "The problem
is, what drives the system? In the
system right now, candidates care
more about what the PACs want
than what the citizens want."
Joan Lindop of Prospect said
she usually votes for the Democratic candidates, but she said she
wants to attend a few Republican
rallies to confront candidates on
campaign spending issues.
"I think we need to convince
Mitch McConnell and the others
that this is very important, and I
think we need to do it publicly,"
she said. "The letter-writing isn't
getting it done."

FROM PAGE 1
responsive to the needs of its
regional
"local
and
constituencies."
Rose said technology and alternate routes to teacher preparation
and advancement rank are challenges facing educational
education.
"At the time when we are holding colleges and universities
more and more accountable, are
raising and strengthening entry
requirements to. their programs,
are testing students and establishing more rigorous exit standards,
the legislature and standards
boards continue to provide more
alternate routes around these new
standards," Rose said. "This is
ground where we must tread
lightly and work together as professionals. I believe this provides
an opportunity."
Other challenges, according to

FROM PAGE 1
Ministry confirmed the incident.
"The Defense Ministry can
confirm that a coalition aircraft
launched a missile at an Iraqi defense system this morning when
that system threatened coalition
aircraft on a patrol in the south
no-fly zone," a ministry statement said. "We can confirm that
Royal Air Force Tornadoes were
part of the patrol. All aircraft returned safely."
When enemy radar "locks on"
or "paints" a warplane, air commanders consider that a precursor
to the firing of a surface-to-air
missile. During the seven years
that U.S. and allied warplanes
have patrolled southern Iraq, Iraqi air defenses have periodically
been turned on coalition aircraft.
Sometimes the action is so brief
that no responsive fire is
possible.
The F-16 fired a high-speed
anti-radiation, or HARM missile.
The incident occurred while
coalition aircraft were conducting
Operation Southern Watch, the
name given to the deny-flight
mission, which dates to the aftermath of the 1991 Persian Gulf
War.
All the coalition aircraft returned to their bases in Saudi Arabia without further incident.
Central Command, a Tampa,
Fla.-based headquarters, plans to
order an immediate resumption of
the patrols.
The F-16 was assigned to the

FROM PAGE 1
prosecutors.
But in addition to her discussions with Ms. Lewinsky, Mrs.
Tripp had contact last year with
presidential confidant Bruce
Lindsey and presidential accuser
Kathleen Willey at a time when
the White House was scrambling
to contain potential damage from
the Paula Jones sexual harass"We believe with the appointment lawsuit against the
ment of Dr. Rose as the dean of
president.
we
are
the College of Education,
In the Post interview, Mrs.
starting a new era — a rededicaTripp
said she had been vilified
tion to the teachers of this regunfairly. She dismissed allegaassembled
Easley
told
the
ion,"
tions that she had betrayed Ms.
cduators.
Lewinsky and had cynically tried
MSU President Dr. Kern Ale- to use their friendship as Pentaxander, who introduced Rose, gon coworkers against Clinton.
cited his impressive credentials. "I did not cultivate Monica —
He also joked of Rose's repu- she cultivated me," Mrs. Tripp
told the Post. "Monica is a very
tation as a strong leader.
worldly person. She educated
"The only negative that I heard
me."
was that there is some concern
During the 20-minute telethat you are a shrinking violet phone interview Sunday, Mrs.
and you might not stand up and Tripp refused to discuss Starr's
be counted on some issues," Ale- investigation, her taping of Ms.
xander joked.
Lewinsky or what she will tell
The university also presented the grand jury, the Post said.
three outstanding Kentucky
"Linda Tripp ... believes the
teacher awards — Michael Ter- public will have a better underrell of Cochran Elementary in standing of the events that led to
Louisville, Bryan Mattingly of this investigation when all of the
Boyd County Middle School in facts are revealed," said her laAshland and Susan Bauer of wyers, Zaccagnini and Joe
Waggener Traditional High Murtha.
Meanwhile, another legal battle
School in Louisville.
was brewing in secret that
threatened to delay Starr's investigation — this one over materAIiiBRAY
ials prosecutors subpoenaed from

Rose, are alternative scheduling,
training teachers as leaders and
more training in the public school
setting.
MSU Board of Regents chairman Sid Easley said Rose's hiring reaffirms Murray , State's
commitment to its founding as a
normal school.
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4404th Air Wing -Provisional,
which has been the main landbased air force operating in
southern Iraq. Navy aircraft also
take part in the deny-flight
mission.
O'Neal said he had no reports
of any further hostile activity by
Iraq.
The deny-flight operation involves a complex array of tankers, radar planes, air-to-air fighters and aircraft such as the F-16
which can drop bombs and fire
anti-radar missiles.
Tensions with Iraq had subsided in recent months, following
a confrontation early this year
over Iraqi resistance to U.N. weapons inspections. The United
States sent thousands of extra
troops, plus warplanes and naval
power, to the Gulf .before U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan
defused the situation in a trip to
Baghdad in February.
Just last month President Clinton decided to cut the number of
U.S. forces in the Gulf from about 37,000 to around 20,000, and
on June 4 the Air Force announced it was pulling its F-117
stealth fighter-bombers out of the
Gulf area.
Iraq reacted angrily to a report
on June 24 by the chief U.N.
weapons inspector that findings
by a U.S. Army laboratory
showed "there is no doubt" that
Iraq placed deadly VX nerve gas
in missile warheads.
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Baesler...
FROM PAGE 1
in the gubernatorial race, free
television time for candidates,
and public financing, said Betty
Hilliard, the president of the
state's League of Women Voters.
"We think the national government should follow our lead,"
Hilliard said.
The town meeting was attended by independents, Democrats and Republicans, and Jim
Ketchel even spoke on behalf of
the Reform Party.
Louisville resident Brian Daly,
an independent, said he atten(
the forum with an open mind on
the campaign finance reform
issue but said he left convinced
something needed to be done.

According to court documents,
Ms. Frazer was diagnosed with
crack cocaine and marijuana addictions in 1992. She left Delaware two years later, moving to
Texas with a boyfriend and leaving her two daughters behind.
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Hazel man
hurt in wreck
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Hazel man who rolled his
pickup truck Monday afternoon
was treated and released from
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Jason Hale, 22, suffered a cut
to his right arm and a possible
head injury when he lost control
of his truck just after 3:30 p.m.
Monday on Gibbs Store Road,
according to a Calloway County
Sheriff's Department report.
Hale was northbound when his
truck apparently dropped off the
side of the road, the report said.
He overcorrected, crossed into
the other lane, then back toward
the middle of the road when the
truck overturned, the report said.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue,
the Murray Fire Department and
Murray -Calloway County
Emergency Medical Services assisted at the scene.
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a private investigator used by
Clinton's lawyers to help in the
president's defense.
Prosecutors reportedly subpoenaed the materials to see whether
there was any information dug up
by private investigator Terry
Lenzner on Ms. Lewinsky or prosecutors in Starr's office. Lenzner
already has appeared before the
grand jury.
Legal sources familiar with the
dispute, who spoke on condition
of anonymity, said Monday that
Starr was seeking to have a judge
compel Lenzner's company, Investigative Group Inc., to turn
over information it has withheld
to date.
The company declined to turn
over information because Clinton's lawyers have invoked
attorney-client and work product
privileges — two legal doctrines
that give lawyers the right to
keep confidential their work and
conversations with clients, said
the sources, who are outside
Starr's office.
Starr's spokesman, Charles Bakaly, declined comment, as did
Clinton's attorney, David Kendall. Howard Shapiro, the lawyer
for Lenzner's company, also declined comment.
John Douglas, a former IranContra prosecutor, said the concept of attorney work product privilege "typically extends to consultant or other third parties like
investigators who aid an attorney
in his or her job."
Starr is investigating whether
Clinton lied about his relationship with Ms. Lewinsky and
urged her to do so. Starr could
turn over his findings to the
House, the body with the power
to begin impeachment proceedings against a president.

Cause of fire
in truck bed
still unknown
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City firefighters are unsure
what ignited a door and other
wooden materials in the bed of a
county man's pickup truck
Monday.
Five members of the Murray
Fire Department in two trucks
were able to put out the fire in
the back of the truck owned by
Rodney Tidwell of Coles Campground Road, according to a
MFD incident report.
The fire was reported just before 4 p.m. Monday at the rear of
the Cheri Theatre on Chestnut
Street.
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CLARIFICATION
Jason Walston should have
been listed as the son of Larry
and Sharon Walston of Hopkinsvine instead of the parents listed
in the release from University of
Kentucky published Monday.
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Alternative method found
NEW YORK (AP) — Scientists have shown that mouse sperm can
be freeze-dried and later used to create normal mice by adding
water.
Sperm from people, cattle and some other animals is routinely
stored by deep-freezing. But for other animals, particularly mice, it's
been hard to maintain sperm viability with that method. And with
the rapidly growing numbers of genetically altered mouse strains,
it's getting expensive, researchers said.
A new study by scientists at the University of Hawaii School of
Medicine in Honolulu suggests a simple alternative: freeze-dry
mouse sperm, store it at room temperature, and then add water and
inject it into mouse eggs when it's time to make a new animal.

Child breaks record
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) — A boy from South Korea became
the youngest child to make it to the top of Mount McKinley when he
reached the summit three days after his 12th birthday.
Kim Yong Sik reached the top of the 20,320-foot mountain, the
continent's tallest peak, on Saturday. He was part of a seven-person
team that included his father.
The boy has been climbing since he was 3. He reached the summits of the Matterhorn in Switzerland at age 8 and Mount Kilimanjaro in Tanzania when he was 9, said his father, Kim Tae Wung.

Presley to be inducted
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Elvis Presley will become only the
second performer to be a hall of famer in both rock 'n' roll and
country music in September.
Presley will be inducted on Sept. 23 into the Country Music Hall
of Fame, the Country Music Association announced Monday. Currently, only Johnny Cash is honored at both the Nashville and Cleveland museums.
The late singers Tammy Wynette and George Morgan, and broadcast executive E.W. "Bud' Wendell will be inducted along with
Presley during the CMA's annual awards show.

AROUND THE WORLD
Villagers feast on crocodile
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KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia (AP)— Using a lethal combination
of magic and skill, a village witch-doctor in eastern Malaysia helped
kill a crocodile that fatally attacked a fisherman, a newspaper reported today.
Nyalih ak Nengalie, medicine man in the village of Sri Aman, put
a spell on the dead fisherman's dog and then set the animal out as
bait, the Star daily said.
The reptile was captured by villagers when it came to eat the dog.
They then quickly hacked the crocodile into several pieces to be
cooked and served at a feast in the village, located in remote Sarawak state on the island of Borneo.
The 20-foot-long crocodile attacked the 27-year-old fisherman
June 15 while he was mooring his boat to a pier on a lake.

AROUND THE STATE
Nursing home ordered to close
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A Louisville nursing home whose patients allegedly were neglected has been ordered to close by the
state, and its license may be revoked.
The order from the Kentucky Cabinet for Health Services was sent
to Pavilion Health Care Center on Friday and made public on
Monday.
Pavilion already faced a cutoff of funding through Medicare and
Medicaid, which paid for the vast majority of its patients. The patients began moving to other nursing homes last week.
The order to close was by Timothy L. Veno, the cabinet's inspector general. It said the cabinet had decided to revoke Pavilion's
license. A cabinet spokesman, Gil Lawson, said action would be delayed if the nursing home appealed and requested a hearing within
30 days.

At first the store was called,
simply, Victor's Secret.
The Moselcys tried to accommodate the complaint by adding
the word "Little" to the shop's
name. Not good enough, said
Victoria's Secret, which filed a
lawsuit against the Moseleys last
week in U.S. District Court.
Moseley, however, said he
isn't about to back down. "My
name is Victor, plain and
simple," he said. "If Victoria
can have a secret ... Victor can
have a secret."
Some experts in intellectual
property rights say it's not that
simple.
David Lange, a law professor
at Duke University, said courts
have tightened trademark protections in the past 20 to 25 years,
meaning that big and famous
companies like Victoria's Secret
and McDonald's have a lot of
leeway in protecting their corporate names.
Lange said the law has moved
too far in favoring big companies

over small businesses, although
he's not especially sympathetic to
the Moseleys' plight.
A small lingerie shop adopting
a name that puts "Victor's" and
"Secret" together clearly bumps
up against Victoria's Secret's
brand name, he said.
Arlen Langvardt, professor of
business law at Indiana University, said that even a lingerie
shop using a completely different
first name — like, say, Stephanie's Secret — could expect to
hear from Victoria's Secret
lawyers.
A store called simply "Victor's" probably wouldn't be in
trouble, but "Victor's Little Secret" is more problematic, he said.
The question, Langvardt said,
is whether the names are "substantially similar" and might
cause confusion — perhaps making passers-by wonder whether
Victoria's Secret was now selling
lava lamps.
Although the Elizabethtown
shop doesn't pose much competitive threat to Victoria's Secret,
it's not surprising that the corporation would take the Moseleys to
court, Langvardt and Lange said.
Many companies aggressively
protect their trademarks — The
Disney Co. has sued day-care
centers for using images of
Mickey Mouse, for instance —
because they fear minor violations will proliferate, they said.
A spokesman from Victoria's
Secret headquarters in Columbus,
Ohio didn't return a phone call;
nor did its Elizabethtown lawyer.
But in the suit, Victoria's Secret points out that the company
does business nationally through
its catalog — thus competing

3

American soldier's identity confirmed
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
remains of an American buried
14 years ago in homage to the nation's unidentified Vietnam War
dead are unknown no longer:
They belong to Air Force pilot
Michael J. Blassie.
The Pentagon was expected to
confirm publicly today, with an
announcement from Defense Secretary William Cohen, that the remains disinterred last month from
the Tomb of the Unknowns were
Blassie's.
A Pentagon official, speaking
on condition of anonymity, confirmed Monday that the remains
taken from Arlington National

Former inmate
suing county
for damages
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
former Madison County Jail inmate is suing the county and the
jail claiming officials forced him
to miss kidney dialysis treatment,
seriously damaging his health.
Jeffrey L. Napier of Berea
claims in his lawsuit, filed June
17 in U.S. District Court in Lexington, that deputy jailer David
O'Daniel disregarded his requests
— and his dialysis nurse's warning — that missing the medically
required treatment was potentially dangerous.
Instead, O'Daniel told Napier
— who was arrested Dec. 4 on
suspicion of driving without a
valid license plate, driving on a
suspended license and failure to
provide proof of insurance —
that inmates' medical treatments
are not the county's responsibility and refused to release Napier
for the treatment.
Napier is seeking nearly $2.4
million in damages from
O'Daniel, jailer Ron Devere and
Madison County. The suit claims
the county and Devere are liable
because the jail's staff is poorly
trained and its medical care is
insufficient.
Napier does not have a listed
telephone number in Berea, and
his attorney, Joyce B. Menefee of
Newport, declined to comment
Monday.
Neither Madison County Judge
Executive Kent Clark nor Devere
returned phone calls yesterday. A
jail employee said O'Daniel was
out of town and unavailable for
comment.
The suit contends that Napier
told O'Daniel while he was being
booked that he was scheduled for
dialysis the next morning and
asked to be released long enough
to attend the appointment. Napier's brother and his dialysis
nurse, Kim McIntosh, also called
the jail and asked O'Daniel to release the inmate for his treatment,
but the deputy jailer refused, according to the suit.

Cemetery and subjected to DNA
testing belonged to Blassie.
Now, 26 years after Blassie's
A-37 fighter was shot down around An Loc, Vietnam, his family will have the opportunity to
bring him home, and military officials will have to decide
whether to inter the remains of
another serviceman.
The Blassie family, convinced
that their relative was the unidentified veteran, had pressed for an
exhumation. On Monday, family
members said they were awaiting
official word of the identification
and would not comment until
they received it.
"The Blassie family does not
have any comment at this time,
until we receive official confirmation that it is Michael," Mary
Hart, Blassie's sister, told reporters in Florissant, Mo., a St.
Louis suburb.
The identity was made public
in a Pentagon telephone call to
the family of another of the servicemen whose remains officials
thought might be in the tomb.
The official who called "just said
they had got the results back and
that the body was Blassie's,"
said Althea Strobridge, the
mother of Capt. Rodney Strobridge, an Army helicopter pilot
whom officials had believed may
have been in the tomb.
Family members have said
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West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corp.

60th Annual Member Meeting
Saturday, July 11, 1998
2:00 p.m.
North Elementary School

<

Registration Begins At 1:00 p.m.
„
• Michael L. Alderdice, manager, West Kentucky RECC
will speak
• Three directors will be elected for 3 year terms
*Nominees are: Ted Lovett, Calloway Co., Ralph Edrington,
Carlisle Co., Paul Burd, Marshall Co., and Dennis Barnes,
Marshall Co.

Put Your Family's
Future In The Hands
Of Someone
You Can
Trust - Your
Grange Agent.

• Attendance prizes will be awarded
• Children's prizes will be given as well
• Refreshments will be served by Pepsi

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corp,

O

ranrire
INSURANCE
Your partner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
Tony Boyd

an unidentified U.S. soldier from
World War I. Adjacent to it lie
the remains of unknown service
members from World War 11, the
Korean War, and, formerly, the
Vietnam War.
Pentagon officials had indicated that Strobridge and Blassie,
both shot down on May 11, 1972,
around An Loc, were the most
likely candidates for
identification.
In Perry, Iowa, Mrs. Strobridge, still shaken from the news
that the remains were not those of
her son, expressed mixed
emotions.
"He's still MIA," missing in
action, she said of her son. "I
don't know whether to cry or be
happy. I didn't know I would feel
this way."

CURFtENT
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RATE

with Victor's Little Secret for the
Elizabethtown lingerie market.
Moseley said he's a bit intimidated in taking on a big corporation but that he intends to fight.
He pointed out his merchandise
is clearly marked with brand
names other than Victoria's Secret.
Moseley said he and his wife
tossed around several names but
liked Victor's Secret best. It had
meaning: Moseley had been
keeping his plans to open a business secret, fearing his previous
employer would be angry.
And, he said, the name is perfect, given the adult novelty room
in the back of the store.
"That's Victor's Little Secret," he said.

302 N 12th St
Murray
753-5842

they planned to bury him near
their home. In St. Louis, a white
marble marker in a cemetery plot
reserved for the missing bears his
name.
"We're waiting and preparing
for him to come home," his
mother, Jean Blassie, said two
weeks ago.
Still unresolved is whether
another unknown serviceman will
replace Blassie on the sacred
grounds. The remains were
placed in the tomb in 1984, several years after government scientists ruled they did not belong to
Blassie, who was a 24-year-old
first lieutenant when he
disappeared.
But DNA test methods developed since then made the identification possible. Some groups,
such as the National League of
POW-MIA Families, have said
they opposed interring the remains of another veteran just for
this reason — advanced technology could help identify more
unknowns.
A senior military officer, working on the issue, said no decision
had been made on the issue.
"That will be something that
higher officials will have to decide," said the officer, who also
spoke on condition of anonymity.
He indicated the White House
and Congress also would have to
be consulted.
The tomb holds the remains of

Investment Rates

Elizabethtown store fights lawsuit
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. (AP)
— Victor's Little Secret isn't so
hush-hush anymore, and a bigger
company with a similar name is
making noise over it.
Victor Moseley, owner of the
800-square-foot shop in Elizabethtown, opened it in February. The store sells lingerie, lava
lamps and leather jackets —
along with adult novelties in a
small room in the back.
Just days after the Elizabethtown shop opened, Victoria's
Secret, a $2.4 billion international lingerie conglomerite, contacted Moseley and his wife,
Cathy, claiming trademark
infringement.
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Nuns were summer rite

Clinton pushes for rights
SHANGHAI, China (AP) —
Half a world from home, President Clinton is campaigning
again — for change in China,
with themes and words echoing
those he used in seeking to persuade American voters to choose
his path into the 21st century.
This campaign is for ideas, and
for an enhanced relationship with
Beijing, because "the way the
world is changing ... our two nations will be far better off working together than apart."
So he talks of economic security, of the jobs that can flow
from efforts to act against environmental pollution, of the vital
role of education in the new millennium and of freedom as a linchpin for progress.
American liberty and freedom
are a given in any U.S. politician's rhetoric. But this is China,
where Clinton's calls for human
rights have gained something —
controversy — in the translation.
Clinton imported the tested
techniques of American politics
for his nine-day journey through
China, the round-table talks with
citizens, a stint on a Shanghai radio call-in show, speeches that
stayed on message, usually human rights, even a Beijing version of a nationally televised debate with Chinese President Jiang
Zemin.
Clinton vs. Jiang was not an
argument to match the Kitchen
Debate of 1959, when Vice Presi
dent Richard M. Nixon and Soviet Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev disputed their rival systems
— and their weapons — using a
model American kitchen on display in Moscow as a backdrop.
That was a Cold War argument, a
different time.
Far from brandishing weaponry, Clinton and Jiang did their
debating after announcing an
agreement to turn the targeting
systems of their nuclear weapons
away from one another, a largely
symbolic gesture, but a step
closer in a relationship they had
said in 1997, prematurely, would
become a constructive strategic
partnership.
For Clinton, the pressure on

Letter policy
The Ledger & Times
welcomes letters to the
editor. All letters must be
signed by the writer, with
the writer's address and
telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not
be published).
Letters must not be
more than SOO words. We
reserve the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be
addressed to: Letter to
the Editor, Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. Box
1040, Murray, KY 42071.
They may also be faxed
to (502) 753-1927.

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

human rights is both a philosophical commitment and a political necessity, given the complaints he got from Congress about coming here and, especially,
about appearing at Tiananmen
Square, for the symbolism of it.
To counter those critics, from
congressional Republicans to liberals and human rights groups,
Clinton pressed the issue with officials and raised it in his public
pronouncements.
China gave him a TV audience,
on Saturday and again with a live
broadcast of his speech on Monday. White House press secretary
Michael McCurry said it demonstrated the greater willingness of
the Chinese government to open
the society to political debate.
Despite technical glitches and apparent hitches in the U.S. translation into Chinese, it was seen by
the White House as an opening to
get Clinton's message to hundreds of millions of ordinary
Chinese citizens, unprecedented
because it was live, without
editing.
And while the focus was, as intended, on human rights, Clinton
spoke also of an array of issues
that had been aspects of his own
campaigns, for election and for
his programs in Congress.
He said a changing China will
need new systems to train workers, to provide social security, to
deal with health care costs and
with the environment.
A generally stolid audience at

his university speech cheered
critical student questions — seven were asked — more often
than they applauded Clinton during his set speech. Clinton said
that was OK, he learned more by
listening to critics than when he
was talking himself.
But the mood changed and
they cheered him when he called
for new, youth-driven efforts to
improve the environment, a grave
problem in China, as evident as
the gray smog that clouds
Beijing.
He said the young must take
the lead, in China and other
lands, "because political leaders
will never be willing to do anything about it if they believe it
will lead to large-scale unemployment or more poverty."
It need not, he said, as he had
in rebuking Republicans on the
same issue in his 1992 campaign
and since. Done right, he said,
environmental projects can spur
economic growth and betterpaying jobs.
So, too, he said, human rights
can foster progress and order an
information age, when ideas flow
freely and no government can
prevent it.
"We believe, and our experience demonstrates, that freedom
strengthens stability and helps
nations to change," he said.
Clinton may not be persuading
them. But campaigning is trying
to, and that's what he is doing.

FROM OUR READERS
Scouts thank Jaycees
Dear Editor:
Boy Scout Troop 77 would like to thank the Jaycees for allowing us
the opportunity to park a car at the fair as one of our fundraisers. Troop
77 is one of many troops in Murray that use the fair as part of their
fundraising. We've enjoyed the past 8 years working with the Jaycees
and being able to serve the people of Calloway County.
We would also like to mention our other fundraiser — the 1 1 th annual
O.B. Boone Country Ham Breakfast, on July 4th at the First Christian
Church in Murray. We will be serving breakfast at 6 a.m. unit] 9 a.m. or
when people quit coming,no one will be turned away and were only 1/2
block from the square.
Glen Durham
Committee Chairman
Troop 77
390 Post Oak Dr.
Murray, KY 42071

WALTER L. APPERSON
publisher

In my home town, the White
Sisters showed up the same time
every year, right around my birthday. I considered their arrival an
annual gift, if not a birthday
blessing.
Theirs was a special order of nuns
who ministered to the children of
the Congo. Every summer,some of
them trekked to their stateside convent,a sprawling Victorian mansion
just a short walk from Main Street,
Metuchen, N.J.
There was never any formal announcement of their advent; no
mention from the pulpit: no blurb in
the parish newsletter. It was as if the
powers that were did not want us to
know.
But like the beat ofa jungle drum,
the White Sisters' message reached
those for whom it was intended.
Each year, they needed troops of
girls to pitch in and help them get
ready for the Feast of Corpus
Christi. There was cleaning to be
done,preparations to be made for an
outdoor Mass.
In exchange for our domestic
skills, the girls who volunteered
were permitted to participate in the
ritual. On that holy day, a procession of girls in dainty white dresses
walked solemnly in front of the
priest, carrying baskets filled with
roses. Our job was to scatter the
silky petals like confetti in his path
as he made his way to the altar.
The procession, the rose petals,
the alfresco Mass were exotic to us
as the gentle White Sisters. We were
used to the unsmiling Monsigneur

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & limes columnist
Foley and the stern Mercy nuns,
garbed in black and grumpy as a
flock of crows.
While they seemed fearsome and
forbidding, the White Sisters were
cheerful and forgiving. They told us
stories about the children they ministered to in Africa. They spoke of
sickness and hardships, but also
described the games those children
played and the songs they sang.
I remember the thrill ofgoing into
the White Sisters' convent for the
first time. The chapel was vibrant
with unusual fabrics and riotous
patterns. And all the images of God
were black. I'd never considered
such a thing, growing up in a
community where there were so few
black people that you knew each of
them by name.
The White Sisters patiently explained that if we were made in
God's own image, certainly He
could be black or brown or yellow.
"There are many, many different
people in the world," they told us,
"and most of them are not white."
Even after the White Sisters went
back to Africa each year, we continued praying for the well-being of

the children they helped. Our devotion was not because our regular
teachers bullied us into it, but
because of what the White Sisters
told us in the summer. Because of
them,starving children were not an
abstraction.
Once I got to high school, I
stopped going to the White Sisters.
It wasn't cool, if you know what
mean. By the early 1970s,their land
was sold to a developer and they
moved to less gracious quarters in
another town.
Today,four large colonial homes
perch on the site of the old convent
like preening birds of prey. A street
has been bulldozed out of the
spacious lawns where we had our
outdoor Mass. The gravel driveway
once strewn with rose petals is now
called Sterling Court.
Still, there isn't a summer that
passes without my thinking of the
soft-spoken White Sisters and the
humble way they celebrated life.
Just thinking of them reminds me
that love and tolerance take many
forms, and that the world is a much
bigger place than the small town I
call home.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
June 24 — The New York Times, on Israel's
redrawing the boundaries of Jerusalem:
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel
has chosen an awkward moment to redraw the
boundaries of Jerusalem, one of the most sensitive
issues in the Mideast peace talks. The point of
those talks is to resolve disputed issues by negotiation and compromise, not by one side's acting on
its own.
At Mr. Netanyahu's behest, Washington has
been trying to find a formula to move the peace
talks forward to the toughest remaining issues.
These include boundaries within greater Jerusalem, the future of Jewish settlements and the political status of Palestinian-controlled areas. Mr.
Netanyahu says he still wants such accelerated
talks. But if he means to negotiate in good faith,
he should not now be redrawing the political
boundaries of greater Jerusalem. ...
June 19 — Hobbs (N.M) Daily News-Sun, on
the dragging death in Texas:
The time has come for blacks and whites to rise
above the brutal killing of a black man in Jasper,
Texas.
The murder of Raymond Byrd Jr. by chaining
his ankles and then dragging him from a pickup is
particularly disgusting. ...
Just about the time we think our society is moving past the bad race relations of the past into a
world of the future in which people are judged
"not by the color of their skin but by the content
of their character" something like this happens.
Such a brutal slaying brings to mind the darkest
aspect of race relations. ...
June 20 — Fayetteville (N.C.) ObserverTimes, on tobacco bill:

In the end, the Republican leadership's appraisal of the ill-fated tobacco bill was 100 percent accurate. Laden with amendments, it had become
unwieldy.
Senate Republicans should know. They labored
hard to make it that way. There were literally hundreds of proposed amendments. But of the ones
that were cumbersome and controversial, all were
sponsored, in whole or in part, by Republicans. ...
On matters that were related to tobacco, who
wanted a cap on fees for lawyers participating in
suits against the tobacco companies? Republicans.
And while 28 Republicans helped fight off a proposal to sabotage a requirement that the manufacturers pay if they failed to meet quotas for reducing youth smoking, who was behind the sabotage
attempt in the first place? Republicans.
There were Democratic offenders, too. But the
distinctly partisan tilt to starboard provided a remarkable gauge of how the tobacco industry had
deployed the bulk of its political ballast in funneling millions in "soft money" to the parties' cornmittees.
June 22 — The Index-Journal, Greenwood,
S.C., on tobacco trials:
A jury delivered the biggest liability verdict
ever against the tobacco industry the other day. It
awarded nearly a million dollars to the family of a
man who died after smoking for almost 50 years.
There's no telling what effect that will have, but
you can bet it will have an impact in Congress and
the courts.
With all the controversy about tobacco, is there
anyone who doesn't know that smoking is harmful? Anyone who doesn't ought to be watched.
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DEATHS
Matthew Legg

Buddy Joe Bazzell

Matthew Legg, 18, Shady Oaks Trailer Court, Murray, died Sunday,
June 28, 1998, at 2:47 p.m.
His death occurred while riding his bicycle on Covey Drive,
Murray.
Survivors include his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Legg, Shady Oaks
Trailer Court, Murray.
Graveside services will be today at 1 p.m. at Sugar Tree Cemetery,
Sugar Tree, Tenn.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

Buddy Joe Bazzell, 62, of 6772 Brookshire St., Canton, Mich., died
Tuesday, June 23, 1998, at St. Joseph Mercy Hospital, Ann Arbor,
Mich.
Born July 15, 1935, in Calloway County, he was the son of Dewey
Bazzell and the late Cotiel Darnell Bazzell.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Beverly Jones Bazzell; two daughters, Mrs. Sherry Harp and husband, Ken, and Mrs. Shawn Pozan and
husband, Edward, all of Canton, Mich.; one son, Bruce Bazzell and
wife, Karen, Houston, Texas; six grandchildren, Rachel and Stephanie
Harp, Katrina, Joey, and Kyle Bazzell, and Joshua Pozan; his father,
Dewey Bazzell and wife, Manon, Coldwater; two sisters, Mrs. Shelby
Barnett and husband, Bob, Hardin, and Mrs. Linda Newsome and husband, Delbert, Coldwater; two brothers, Dan Baize!' and wife, Sue,
Coldwater, and Ronnie Bazzell and wife, Lagenia, Murray; his
mother-in-law, Mrs. Helen Jones, Michigan; several aunts, uncles,
nieces and nephews.
The funeral was Saturday, June 27, at 10 a.m. in the chapel of
McCabe Funeral Home, Canton, Mich. David Thomas, minister of
Plymouth Church of Christ, officiated. Burial was in Parkview Memorial Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Heart
Association.

Mrs. Florine Toon Erwin
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Mrs. Florine Toon Erwin, 90, Fancy Farm community, died Monday, June 29, 1998, at 4:25 a.m. at Mills Manor Nursing Home,
Mayfield.
A retired employee of Merit Clothing Company, Mayfield, she was
a member of St. Jerome Catholic Church.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Leonard Toon; her
second husband, C.E. Erwin; two sons, Gene Toon and Elisha Toon;
her parents, Samuel and Sara Marshall Willett; one sister; and four
brothers.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Linda Koertner, Leavenworth,
Kan.; one stepson, Duff Erwin, Murray; 11 grandchildren; 16 greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. at St. Jerome Catholic Church,
Fancy Farm. Fr. Bob Willett will officiate. Burial will follow in St.
Jerome Cemetery.
Visitation will be at Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield, after 6 p.m.
Thursday. Prayers will be said at 7 p.m. Thursday at the funeral home.

Judge will not allow
Woodward to sell story
BOSTON (AP) — Former au
pair Louise Woodward cannot
profit from the story of her trial
and conviction in the death of a
baby she cared for — at least in
the United States, and at least until a wrongful death suit brought
by the child's parents is resolved,
a federal judge ruled.
Federal Judge William G.
Young issued a permanent injunction Monday, requiring Ms.
Woodward to notify the court and
Sunil and Deborah Eappen, the
parents of Matthew Eappen, if
she or anyone acting on her behalf enters into an agreement to
sell her story.
The ruling, an extension of a
June 17 temporary injunction,
further restrains her and her parents from disposing of any profits she might make from such an
agreement.
The Eappens are seeking
$75,000 in compensatory damages and 'unspecified punitive
damages from her. The Eappens
have said they would donate any
proceeds to a foundation established in their son's name.
Young wrote that the Eappens
would probably win their case,
but that their only hope of obtaining damages rests with Ms.
Woodward ability to sell her
story.
"It is the tragic irony of this
civil case that, whatever their
protestations, these parties need
each other in the most practical
sense: absent insurance, if (Sunil)
Eappen is to have any chance to
collect upon his expected judgment, Woodward must amass the
necessary funds, and the only potential source appears to be the

NOW takes
swing at
Mike Tyson
LAS VEGAS (AP) — The National Organization for Women is
taking a swing at Mike Tyson
NOW's Southern Nevada chap
ter launched a campaign Monday
to block his effort to regain his
boxing license from the Nevada
Athletic Commission.
Tyson was banned from the
ring last year after biting Evandcr
Holyfield's ears during a title
bout. He can apply for reinstatement on July 9.
In a letter to chapters in all 50
states, Southern Nevada NOW
President Anne Golonka urged
members to contact the commission and express outrage at the
prospect of Tyson, a convicted
rapist, returning to the ring.

You Worry
Enough
About Your
Business.
Let Your
Grange

Agent Worry
About Your
Insurance.

same media that all parties agree
are most morally repugnant,"
Young wrote.
Civil court rulings of this kind
do not carry the weight of law in
England, where Ms. Woodward
now lives.
She was convicted last year of
second-degree murder in the
death of the 8-month-old, but
days later the trial judge reduced
the jury's verdict to manslaughter
and sentenced her to the 279 days
she had already served in jail.
Ms. Woodward has maintained
her innocence and emphatically
denied she plans to sell her story.
But a London tabloid recently admitted paying about $66,000 to
her parents in November.
An attorney for Sunil Eappen
praised Young's decision.
"The Eappens will do everything possible to prevent Louise
Woodward from making money
as a result of her killing Matty
Eappen," Fredric L. Ellis said in
a statement.
,Mal
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Howard Jacob Rendleman
Howard Jacob Rendleman, 82, Paducah, died Sunday, June 28,
1998, at 3:37 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A retired employee of Union Carbide, he was a civil service employee at Pearl Harbor Navy Yard during World War II. He was a
member of Immanuel Baptist Church and Masonic Lodge No. 449.
He was the son of the late Thomas Jefferson Rendleman and Gracelee Logan Rendleman. Two grandchildren and two brothers also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Vivian Parsons Rendleman; two
daughters, Mrs. Holly Rendleman Rudolph, Murray, and Mrs. Debra
Rendleman Gammon, Jefferson, Ga.; one son, Richard Carroll Rendleman, Brentwood, Tenn.; five sisters, Mrs. Euvera Neuman, Jackson,
Mo., Mrs. Margaret Brown, Englewood, Calif., Mrs. Madge Sill, Carbondale, Ill., Mrs. Wanda Cummings, Springfield, Ill., and Mrs. Peggy
Weiss, Florence, Miss.; four brothers, Carroll Rendleman, Morganfield, Mo., Paul Rendleman, Louisville, Glynn Rendleman, Torrence,
Calif., and Bill Rendleman, Whitehall, Ill.; three grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Milner &
Orr Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Steve Cochran will officiate.
Burial will follow in Mount Kenton Cemetery, Paducah.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Immanuel Baptist
Church Renovation and Building Fund or the American Cancer
Society.

HOG MARKET
Federal-State Market Sews Service Just 34, 1414
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Repro.( Includes 2
Buying Stations Recelptc Art. 134 Fat 114 Barrows &
Gas 134 loser Sews steady to S1.44 1S4ber
US 1-3 234-244
US 1-3 215434
US 3-4 241-214
US 1-2 244-215
Soso
US 1.2 271-39 lba.
$21 44.23.01
522.114-24.14
US 1.3 344-454 Its.
—$24.114-21.411
US 1-3 450-525 lbs._
US 1.3 52.5 and up lb.
US 2-3 3•11-54111
Boars
$I434-1'.N
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Clarence Jacob Rohwedder, 93,
Bryantown, Md., formerly of
Murray, died Thursday. June 18,
1998, at his residence.
Mr. Rohwedder was formerly
associated with Ryan Milk Company here for many years. Born
Oct. 11, 1904, in Roberts, Ill., he
was the son of the late John Rohwedder and Greta Wolken Rohwedder. Six brothers and sisters
also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Priscilla Meloche Rohwedder; two daughters, Mrs. Eileen
Gruber, Bryantown, Md., and
Mrs. Clarice Chester, Ormond
Beach, Fla.; one sister, Ms. Annie
Rohwedder, Bay City, Mich.; six
grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.
The Mass of Christian Burial
was Monday, June 22, at 1:30
p.m. at Mt. Carmel Monastery
Chapel, La Plata, Md. Fr. Sal Jordan, Si., officiated. Pallbearers
were Robert Gruber, Fred C.,
Fred W., and Erik Schmidt, and
Robert, Seith, and Wayne Bradfield. Raymond Funeral Service,
La Plata, Md., was in charge of
arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may

CLARENCE J. ROHWEDDER
be made to Hospice of Chas. Co.,
P.O. Box 1703, La Plate, MD
20646, or Mt. Carmel Monastery,
5678 Mt. Carmel Rd., La Plata,
MD 20646.
This obituary was published
June 20. The family requested
that it be reprinted with additional information. A fee has
been paid by the family.

Henry correction
In the obituary for Herbert James Henry on June 26, the names of
two surviving sons should have read Joe L. Marlar and wife, Lynda,
and Herbert James Henry Jr., and wife, Kim, and the deceased sister
should have been Madeline L. Crockarell. Wrong information was released by the Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
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HOWARD D. HAPPY COMPANY S
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
WE ARE NOW AN AUTHORIZED
HEWLETT PACKARD
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For Sales & Service Call: 1-502-247-5912 or 1-800-858-0492
Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Avg,.8.14.93 • 20.43
387/a unc
Air Products
571/2 4. 'hi
A T &1
661/2 Bell South
Briggs & Stratton.-- 3715/16 1/4
Bristol Myers Squibb--1141/4 1'/16
CBT Corp. Ky.'32'he B 33'/2 A
+ 1/2
Chrysler
.5611/16 5453/14 Dean Foods
721/16 +
Exxon
Ford Motor........—583/4 +
+
General Electric
General Motors.. 677/14 - 53/ts
Goodrich ......-..-...... 481/a t;oodyear ..-.-.—.-.6414 + lIss
hlopFed Banc•-19 B 19'12 A
I B M
1139/16 - oho
Ingersoll Rand 421/1
.+ 3/to
'Hillard Lyons us a market make( in
NC - no change in price
Hilliard Lyons
. Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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F
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745/a - 113/16
Intel.
Kroger ........
+ il/to
L G & E
271/i.gym..
Lucent Tech
Mattel —... ......
unc
McDonalds
69'/a - i/to
Merck
.13313/16 + Wt.
Microsoft
1051/9 - 23/14
73'h + 3/to
J.C. Penney.
Peoples First*
34 B 35 A
Quaker Oats...— 54'3/16 - 3/to
Schering-Plough 933/14 - 3/14
Sears
62s/i4 - 3/s
Texaco
+
Time Warner
8415/16 1/2
Union Planters-- 57 3/14 unc
1ST .......-..-......... 273/16 Wal-Mart.....62'4 + 1/16
this stock
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HIWARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
I

UR I4illia, WI. I yons, Inc.• Member NYS1 and SIPC

I realize that, as an independent business owner, you
have to worry about all sorts of things: inventory, cash flow,
overhead - not to mention whether or not you're carrying the
right amount of insurance. So I'm always ready to provide you
with the coverage and personal service you need to safeguard
your business against the unexpected
David R. King
Call me today to learn more about
Grange Business Insurance. Because you've already
INSURANCE
got enough to worry about.
lour partner in protection

Ore

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

Freedom es & the Murray-Calloway Co.
Parks and Recreation present

Family Day

. ,•
• .; •

in the Park

ACTIVITIES FROM
10 a.m.--YMCA Aerobics
10
— 6 p.m.
Demonstrations
"Taste of the Region"
Games
1 p.m. -- Richard Henson's "Brooms,
Rainbow Rides Carnival
Pony Rides
Bootsk and Me"
Petting Zoo
Exhibits
3p.m. -- Mother Goose storytelling
Glitter Giggks the Educational Booths
3 - 6:30 p.m. -- Bark in the Park
Music
Clown
4
p.m.
-- Mattel/YMCA Kids' Parade
of Rock
Calloway Co. Fire & FREE rides on the 5„m __ Joel Brantity wistory
Candy Cane Express
P. .
Rescue
El Roll”
ACTIVITIES FROM
For more information about this or
Noon —6 p.m.
other Freedom Pest events, or the
Martial Arts Demonstrations
passport program,call Freedom
Helicopter Rides

Pest Headquarters at 759-2199.
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Christopher
gets honor
-

Derrick Dalton

Dalton named
by academy
The United States Achievement Academy has named Derrick Dalton of Murray as an AllAmerican Scholar.
Dalton is a student at Calloway
County Middle School. The AllAmerican Scholars must earn a
3.3 or higher grade point average.
He is the son of Todd and Dedra Dalton of Murray.
His grandparents are Bobby
and Annette Coles of Murray and
Glenn and Shirley Patton of Senath, Mo. Great-grandparents are
Vernon and Mary Dortch of Rector, Ark.

Anna's m-

•

JU .

Farmhouse Restaurant
Horne Style Cooking
Breakfast Anytime • Plate Lunches
Tues 6 a.m.-2 p.m.
Wed-Set 6 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Feaaanng Sunday Breakfast Buffet
8 a.m.-10 a.m.

354-9875
Hwy 68 Aurora, KY
rNext to abr.: N fhptot-

Carroll Lane Christopher of
Murray is one of 314 students
named to the Dean's List of Distinguished Students at
Birmingham-Southern College,
Birmingham, Ala., for the 1998
spring term.
Christopher is a junior
sociology/psychology major at
the college. A graduate of Murrray High School, she is the
daughter of Ellie P. Christopher
of Murray and Ronald Christopher of Frankfort.
The Dean's List consists of
those students who achieved a
grade point average of 3.5 or
higher.

THE "FREEDOM IS NOT FREE" PROGRAM AT THE
CALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY on Monday was
another outstanding program as a part of the Freedom Fest
celebration.
Jim Garrison of Murray spoke about his published book on
the Diary of Pvt. Tipton Garrison CSA, his grandfather. He was
introduced by Rainey Apperson who had written about Mr. Garrison and his book in one of her "Rainey's Day" columns in the
Murray Ledger & Times.
Music from the Civil War Era was presented by members of
the Four Rivers Music Group which meets monthly at the Calloway County Public Library.
Gerry Reed, library staff member, closed the program on a
"Glimpse into the Life of Mary Todd Lincoln."
The meeting room of the library is decorated with exhibits
from the Civil War era and the public is urged to view these
many outstanding historical events of that era. Members of the
J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy were hostesses.

HOSPITAL

REPORTS
Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, June
26, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Pagan baby boy, parents, Josh and
Luz, Murray;
Edmond baby boy, parents, Williamd Melinda, Murray;
Todd baby girl, mother, Shawnda
Webbg, Murray;
Fortner baby boy, parents, Barry
and Terry, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Carl D. Stafford, Hornbeak, Tenn.;
Mrs. Eudell F. Hayes, Springville,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Clara Bertie Goff, Mrs. Flossie
Beatrice Hughes, and Robert Harrison
Boughton, all of New Concord;
Ms. Gem ri Lynn Ritchie and Mrs.
Jessie May Wyatt, Dexter;
Danny Mason Rogers, Miss Brenda
Lee Washer, Mrs. Belinda Gay McGee
and baby girl,
Ralph Conner Morris, and Mrs. Mary
Grace Bynum, all of Murray.
•

•

•

•

Freedom Fest/Pepsi
Art at Craft Fair

D

July 4
9a.m.— 5p.m.

t

a

Parks Board to meet Wednesday
Stephanie Lynn Hester
and Jonathan Glenn Mathis

Hester-Mathis vows
to be said on Aug. 3
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hester of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Stephanie Lynn Hester, to
Jonathan Glenn Mathis, son of Ricky Mathis of Murray and Rhonda
Crass of Jackson, Miss.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Linda Thornton and
the late Rev. Joe Pat Thornton of Murray, and Mrs. Dorothy Lindsey
of Paducah and the late Radford Hester of Kirksey. She is the greatgranddaughter of Mrs. Lucille Marshall of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Henry and Ina Sledd of Murray,
and the late George and Clara Mathis of Murray.
Miss Hester will be a senior at Calloway County High School and
is employed at Murray Wal-Mart.
Mr. Mathis will be a senior at Calloway County High School and is
employed at Burger King of Murray.
The wedding will be Monday, Aug. 3, 1998, at noon at the Little
Mountain Church, Gatlinburg, Tenn.

Food
Live Music
Fun for Everyone!

DEBT

to
$50,000 - $550/MO

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

-omeowners On!,

Pat Latimer,
INVEST
Representative
located at
Peoples First of
Calloway County
Main Office
101 South 4th Street
(502) 753-8574

ima
/
•
"FINANCIAL
I
CORPORATION
Member NASD, SIPC.

conveniently located at

UP Peoplesfirst
INVEST Financial Corporation (INVEST), member NASD,
SIPC, a registered broker/dealer, is not affiliated with the
depository institution. Products are offered through INVEST
and/or its insurance agencies and:
are not FDIC insured

may lose value

no bank guarantee

Faxon Fellowship Wednesday
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The Faxon Fellowship breakfast will be Wednesday, July 1, at 8
a.m. at Green Horse Cafe, Highway 121 North. This is open to all
men and women and their spouses who ever attended Faxon School.
For more information call Frank Brandon at 753-8394.
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Interagency plans meeting
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Murray-Calloway County Interagency will meet Wednesday, July
1, at 11:30 a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus. All helping agencies• are urged
to send representatives to the meeting.

8 a.n
Natio
a.m.-,

Kids' Parade planned Friday

$10,000 - $1 10/mo

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

For all your
investment needs...

The Calloway County 4-H Parade Entry in the Freedom Fest Parade on Saturday, July 4, will be number 16. The group will assemble on 10th Street next to Memorial Baptist Church and should be
lined up by 8:30 a.m. for the parade to start 9:30 a.m. Youth may
ride patriotically decorated bikes, roller blade or walk with a special
pet. Youth are asked to wear red, white and blue, and bring any
candy or toys that you wish to share along the parade route. For
information call the Extension Office at 753-1452.
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The Murray Family YMCA will sponsor a Freedom Fest Teen Extravaganza for youth ages 13 to 18 on Saturday, July 4, from 9:30
p.m. to midnight at the the new Murray State University Regional
Events Center. Available activities will be dancing, extgreme games,
basketball, volleyball, etc. Freedom Bucks are available in the community at either YMCA, Chamber of Commerce, and several businesses. The Freedom Bucks must be returned, signed by a parent
or guardian. For more information contact Bjarne Hansen at
753-4295.

BILLS

CONSOLIDATE

Call 759-2199 for
more information.

4-H will have entry in parade

AA c

Teen Extravaganza Saturday

CASH!

Arts a Crafts

Murray-Calloway County Parks Board will meet Wednesday, July
I, at 8:15 p.m. at the Chamber of Commerce Centre. Skip Dobbs,
director, said plans for the park interests will be discussed.
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NATIONWIDE

Call For Openings

1-800-819-7010

753-5227

Or Visit Our Website!
www.nationwidelending.t5m

The annual Freedom Fest tradition, sponsored by Mattel and the
Murrya Family YMCA, gives children a chance to participate in a
patriotic costume parade. Prizes will be awarded for the age gorups
of 0 to 2, 3 to 4, 5 to 6, and 7 to 8. There will be a first and second
place boy and girl in each group. The parade will begin at 4 p.m. on
Friday, July 3, during Family Daj, in the Park activities. Applications are available at the Murray Family YMCA and the Freedom
Fest headquarters. The entry deadline is Thursday, July 2, at 1 p.m.
For information contact Bjarne Hansen at 753-4295.

Beauty pageant on Saturday
Ameribration Beauty Pageant will be Saturday, July 4, at the
Calvert City Civic Center. This will be for ages 0 to 24 years for
girls, and 0 to 35 months for boys. Bonds and cash will be awarded.
For information call 1-502-395-8143, 1-502-395-4233, or
1-502-395-8123.

This year, attendance
to Freedom Fest may
Win you a

FREE
TRIW
Come by the MarrayTe of
Comisission office, Freed
t
k Headquarters, for your FREE
IMPORTand information on how you
VIlta the Cancun vacation, donated
irer Lands Travel, or one of many
other prizes. For more information,
call Freedom Fest Headquarters at
759-2199.

Room Air Conditioner
• 17,500 BTU
• Quiet Operation
• 2-Speed Cooling

HI

• Copper Colts
Model /B3J18E 7A

Only $499
COURT SQUARE-MURRAY •

753-1713

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH • CASH 5 CARRY!
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Tuesday, June 30
Public meeting for proposed updated
guidelines for placing blinds on TVA
reservoirs/7 pm 'Murray High School
Murray Art Guild opew10 a m -4 p m
Bible School at Salem Baptist
Church/104:30 p.m.
Singles (SOS)/7 p.m./Weaks Community Center. Info/Marlene
753-2350, Of Doris, 753-0273.
Purchase Area Positive Christian
Singles/7
p.m
Info/Lucy/1-502-251-9621.
Murray TOPS Chapter, Kentucky #34
meeting/6 30 p.m./Clinic Building. Info/
Marcia, 753-0854.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/6 p.m./Hardin
Library
Weeks Center'open 8 a m.•4 p m./for
senior citizens activities Jeopardy
Tournament/12:30 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
West View Nursing Home Movie
Trip 1245 p m ; Movie Sta/2 p.m.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall
Residency deadline to apply for a review of residency classification for
summer term of 1998 at Murray State
University Info/762-3741.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8,30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
am -10 pm.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSLPopen 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m.-4.30 p m. Info/762-3383.
Wednesday, July 1
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9.30 a.m.; Story
Houo10.30 a.m.
Bible School at Salem Baptist
Church/6,30-8.30 p.m.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m,-3 p.m.
Depression Support Group/10:30
a.m./private dining room of MCCH.
Info/762-1485.
Oaks Country Club Ladies golf/9
a.m Bridge/9:30 a.m.
Kenlake Ladies golf play/8:30 a.m.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
West View Nursing Home Bible
Class/10 a.m.
AA/closed
discussion/i1
a.m./American Legion Building.
Senior Golf League/9 a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Music Camp Cast rehearsal/6
p.m /Memorial Baptist Church.
First Baptist Church Acteens leave
for national conference/7,15 a.m.;
WMU Visiting Ministry/1 30 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Fun/
Fellowship/8:30 a.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Activities/5:30 p.m
Westside Baptist Church fellowship
dinner/6 p m.
First United Methodist Church Covenant and Tom Turner Prayer Group/10
a.m.: UMYF Sr. High/6 p.m ; UMYF
open gym/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
MSU/open 830 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m -10 p.m
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museurivopen 9
a.m.-4,30 p m. Info/762-3383.
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PFC John Cooper, a member of the
438th Military Police Company, has
completed basic training and advanced Individual training at Ft.
McClellan, Ala. A 1997 graduate of
Calloway County High School, he is
the son of John D. Cooper of Lynn
Grove, and LII A. Courtney of Fancy
Farm,

Use Memory Aids
*Use an appointment book and calendars.

By
Rainey Apperson

Anderson listed
on scholar list
for the semester
DeAnn McCuiston Anderson
has achieved the designation of
President's Scholar at Western
Kentucky University, Bowling
Green, for the spring semester.
Ms. Anderson is a graduate of
Calloway County High School
and is married to Michael Anderson. She is the daughter of Janice
McCuiston and Keys McCuiston
of Murray.
Students who were enrolled
full-time and earned a semester
grade point average of 3.8 or
higher are awarded this
distinction.

BIRTHS
Garland twins
Chris M. Garland of Murray
and Dana Mullins of Paris, Tenn.,
are the parents of twins born on
Monday, June 22, 1998, at
Jackson-Madison County General
Hospital, •Jackson, Tenn.
Amber Leigh Garland, weighing four pounds six ounces and
measuring 161
/
4 inches, was born
at 12:55 p.m., and Lane Christopher Garland, weighing four
pounds one ounce and measuring
18 inches, was born at 1:29 p.m.
A brother is Patrick Mullins
and a sister is Ashley Mullins.
Grandparents are Michael Garland, and Lana and Kevin Russell, all of Murray, and John and
Carolyn Lambert of Springville,
Tenn.
Great-grandparents are Doris
Garland of Murray, Eloise Kavanaugh of Newburgh, Ind., and
Martha and Lynn Check of Lexington, Tenn.

Call 753-1916
Extension 28
Mon.-Fri. 5:00-6:00 p.m.
Sat. 4:30-5:00 p.m.

The best kept vacation secret is about to be exposed. Boca Grande,
Fla., is actually a little jewel, hidden not far from Ft. Myers, Fla., and
part of its charm is the fabulous tarpon fishing.
Last month my "love to fish son-in-law" Dave Reeves, accompanied by several of his best fishing buddies, won the second place spot
of the first tarpon fishing tournament of this season.
Miller's Marina Tarpon Tide Tournament sponsored this event.
Fishing with Dave, pictured above are Rick McGee, Dave, Bill
Hewlett, Hollis Clark, David Noble of Grenada, Miss., and John Sorrell of Cynthiana, Ky., and Boca Grande, Fla.
Boat Captain Don Starner and his "Somberero Queen" provided the
boat for their second place win.
Just remember, don't tell anybody about this little island, off the
coast of Florida.
• • • •
Have you ever wondered what the best strategy for finding a park." 41
ing place?
Should you grab the first spot you see or cruise the lot for a space
closer to the store?
According to a scientist with too much time on his hands, it's faster
to park in the first available spot. By applying probability statistics
and discrete-time semi-Markov chain mathematical logic to a WalMart parking lot in Virginia, researcher C. Richard Cassady, now a
professor at Mississippi State University, proved that you can get into
store a few seconds sooner if you pick a row and take the best spot
available, even if it's at the far end of the lot, according to a report
U.S. News & World Report.
Drivers who circle around looking for a space closer to the store cut
their walking distance by 27 percent, but that's canceled out by the
longer time it takes them to park.
•

•

•

•Make lists
*Create mental associations to connect the new information with
what you already know.
•Underline or outline information you read. Paraphrase information
in your own words.
•Take notes or talk about movies or programs you have seen.
•Make mental pictures.
For more information visit your local mental health agency.
• • • •
You are going to say, "Oh, no, another self-help book, but this
makes for good summer reading.
When he was 26, Robin Sharma was enjoying an extremely successful career as a trial lawyer, working 80 hours a week and accumulating material wealth.
But his life was out of balance. "I know there had to be a better
way to live, both personally and professionally," Sharma said.
"I wanted to live with a greater sense of satisfaction and a greater
sense of mearning."
And so he is. Today Sharma, 33, devotes his career to inspirational
and leadership seminars.
He shares the secrets that have improved his life in The monk Who
Sold His Ferrari: A Fable about Fulfilling Your Dreams and Reaching
Your Destiny - (Harper San-Francisco, S20).
Through the imaginary tale of Julian Mantle, whose moneycentered, workaholic lifestyle eventually causes a near-fatal heart attack, Sharma looks at life's big questions — and answers.
Here are "Sharma's Seven Secrets," derived from an ancient Eastern wisdom and cutting edge Western strategies:
*Develop joyful thoughts.
*Follow your life's mission and calling.
*Look within for success.
*Cultivate self-discipline and act courageously.
*Value time as your most important commodity.
*Nourish your relationships.
*Live life fully, one day at a time.
And one of the keys to incorporating any and all of these into your
life is to do the desired routine for 21 straight days. Then, he said, it's
a habit.
• • • •
Valerie Hargrove found an old Sept. 29, 1975 Murray Ledger &
Times newspaper that she shared with me. Times have changed.
Her dad, Ronnie Conners, laughed and said he would just love to
buy the house for sale for $35,000, either in Gatesborough or Canterbury. Those days are gone forever.
Other news items in the 1975 Ledger was the plane crash with Earl
Scruggs returning to Nashville from a concert in Murray the night before. He suffered a broken nose, a broken ankle and head injuries.
Also Wanda Rolfe of Murray was pictured, and the story told about
Wanda being selected as the second runnerup in the Miss Wheelchair
America Pageant held in Columbus, Ohio.
Remember Patty Hearst. A report said that Patty asked to join the
Symbionese Liberation Army following her kidnapped prison stay for
four weeks in a SLA closet.
• • • •
The musical at First Baptist Church, "I Believe in America," Sunday before an early and late packed performance transformed us into
the world of the Boston Pops. It was truly a moving experience for all
of us and a credit to all who worked so hard to produce it.
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Here are a few aids to improve your memory. All of us have trouble
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Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!
Great Price!
Open
Mon Fn 75,

YES!

Great Selection!

Great Tires!

* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *
90 Days

same As Cash

WI., sop,ove0 csedll)

.(Cooper WAREHOUSE TIRE
TIRES
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray -753-1111
Owner 134rraid Boyd

WE INSURE
CITY HOMES....
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WINDOWS 98!!!!!!!!!:
Blow Out Special On Computers For
JULY 4TH
Only $1,199 for all of thisummt!
• Pentium 233 MHZ Processor
• 32MB of RAM (upgrade to 64MB for only $50 morel
• 4.33 GB Hard Drive

July 2

glow' Alclandt

'Bull Blowout

•VFM Post 6291
Veterans' Memorial

July 2 - 4
•Hazel Antique
Dealers' Choice Sale

Service

July 3
Rotary/Max 'Hurl
Memorial Golf
Tournament

Bob Corn,,,,,

753-4703
310 South 4th Street

•Family Day in the
Park

ler

'Mattel/YMCA Kids'
Parade

•Music with a Bang!

'Lions Club Journey
for Sight 5-K Run
•YMCA Softball
Tournament

At Boone's N. 12th St.

1
2
1
2
2
2

Lunch Specials Daily
Dog-Chips-Drink
$2.25
Dogs-Chips-Drink
$3.50
Polish-Chips-Drink
43.25
Chili Dogs-Chips-Drink $4.00
Cheese Dogs-Chips-Drink $4.00
Chili Cheese-Chips-Drink . $4.25

250 Off Any Lunch Special
With This Ad

k

•Murray Optimist
Club's
"Biggest Small Town
Parade in America"

•Bark in the Park

July 4
'0 B Boone
Memorial Breakfast

LOOSE BRUCE
HOTDOG CABOOSE

•Briggs & Stratton
Main Street Mile
Walk/Run

'Freedom FesVPepsi
Art & Craft Fair

•Froggy Country
Music Fest '98

•Briggs & Stratton
Fireworks
Spectacular

• 15 Inch Monitor (upgrade to 17" for only $150 more)
• 32X CD ROM
• 64-Bit Video Card - 4MB
• Amplified Multimedia Speakers (set of two)
• 56K Modem
• Wir.dows 95 Keyboard (natural keyboard is only
• PS/2 Mouse
• 3.5" 1.44MB Floppy Drive

Windows 98!!!!!!!!!!
• Choice of two popular Microsoft soft

•YMCA Teen
Extravaganza

July 4-5
•National Scouting
Museum
Comm unity
Appreciation Days

For a FREE Freedom Feet Events
Guide, information about the
Passport Program, or additional
information. call 759-2199.
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remembering a name, the details of a movie or where you put your
keys.
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ALREADY REDUCED
RED-TICKETED
CLEARANCE PRICES

REGULAR-PRICED
PURCHASES

Discount applies to already reduced Red-Ticketed clearance merchandise This discount does not apply to
Catalog (Catalog Dept, Catalog Phone Orders, Catalog Outlet Stores). Cannot be combined with any other JCPenney offer
Discount limited to stock on hand Cannot be used as payment on account or on any prior purchase
Credit purchases are subiect to available credit limit Offer valid through July 4, 1996.

Discount apples to regular-pnced merchandise and a landed to stock on hand, This discount does not apply to the following Cosmetics
Department, Sale Merchandise. Catalog (Catalog Dept, Catalog Phone Orders, Catalog Outlet Stores), Value Right Merchandise.
Collectibles, Cookware. Smal Kitchen Electric., Ai Senecas, Aerosoles', Easy Spire. Hanes', No Fear' Sportswear, Royal Velvet' by
Reidome,JNC0'. items sold every day in muibples of two or more, or in combination with any other JCPenney offer Credit purchases
are subasict to available credit Snit. Cannot be used for payment on account, purchase of Gift Certificates, or on any pnor purchase
Offer valid through July 4, 1998.
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WED., JULY 151 - SAT., JULY 4T"

25% OFF

EXTRA
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MOST ORDERS FROM ME'98
SPRING & SUMMER CATALOG
CALL 1-800-222-6161 AND MK FOR OPERATOR A76
Discount apples to orders placed 7/1-7/4/96 for in-stock merchandise from selected pages of the
JCPenney Spring & Summer '98 Catalog. Discount offer does not apply to pages 118-124, 183-269, 308-317, 804-624, 868,
686-769, 801-817. 834-887 or to Levi's' mans wear, Aerosol's', Easy Spore. Royal Velvet by Fieldcrest', Value Right
Merchandise Of Grft Certrecates May not be used in combination with any other JCPanney discount
Offer valid through July 4, 1996

Discount epplass to seke-priced merchandise only and is Minded to stock on hand This discount does not apply to the following
Cosmetics Depirtment Fled-Ticketed Clearance Merchinclose, Catalog (Catalog Dept. Catalog Phone Orders. Catalog Outlet Stores), Furniture
Value Right Merchandise. Collectibles Cookware, Small Kitchen Electric', AN Services, Aerosoles", Easy Spore. Hanes' No Fear* Sportswear
Royal VliYer by Fteeickeer. Mar,Nemo iced wary day in multiples o/ two Of more, or in combination with any other JCPenney offer Creekt
purchases we sublect to available caeca limit Cannot be used for payment on account, purchase of Coff Certificates, Of on any prior Purchase
Offer valid through July 4, 1998
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Adults need to stress
fireworks safety
No responsible ad ult would think
of allowing children to play with
fire, but that's exactly what many
parents do without thinking about it
on the Fourth of :filly.
"Some adults may not think of
fireworks as dangerous, especially
if they're legal one!;, but they have
the potential to cause serious injuries," said Mike Cavanah with the
Kentucky Deparunent for Public
Health. "Young 1:hildren should
never use firework.s., not even sparklers. Sparklers burn very hot and can
easily catch clothing on fire or burn
the skin. If older c hildren use fireworks, a responsi'ale adult should
supervise them. And never buy or
use illegal fireworks."
Kentucky law allows the use of
certain Class "C" fireworks, which
generally are non-explosive types
such as sparklers, snakes, wheels,
fountains, certain rocket types and
smoke devices.
All legal fireworks have a label
with the words,"Common Class C"
fireworks, the itel -n's name, instructions, cautions arid manufacturer's
name. Any fire works without a
clearly printed label containing the
maker's name ani I address and cautions should not be used.
Cavanah says injuries from fireworks most of Len happen when
someone does not handle legal
fireworks properly or uses illegal
fireworks.
"Ytiii):an still have a fun, traditional celebration with fireworks,
but read and foil ow the instructions
before you light the first one. Even
if you've used fireworks before, it
doesn't hurt to rcfresh your memory
each year," he said.
Cavanah offers the following tips
for a safe celeb ration this Indepen-

dence Day:
• Don't hold fireworks in your
hand and wait for the fuse to burn to
the end. This practice is extremely
dangerous and can result in severe
burns or even the loss of a finger or
hand.
• Before using fireworks, read
and follow all warning instructions
printed on the label.
• Light fireworks outdoors in a
clear area away from buildings and
flammable materials. If the grass is
dry, be panic ularl y careful.
• Keep a bucket of water nearby
to douse fireworks that are ignited
but don't go off. Water is also
necessary if a small grass fire starts.
• Never attempt to relight or
handle malfunctioning fireworks.
Throw water on them and discard
them.
• Do not make fireworks, even
with kits advertised for this purpose.
Mixing and loading chemical powders can be fatal.
• Don't throw lit fireworks at
another person.
• Don't carry fireworks in your
pocket.
• Before lighting, check fireworks for loose fuses since a faulty
fuse may prevent the item from
lighting properly.
• Light fireworks one at a time
and away from other fireworks and
people.
• Never light fireworks in a
container, especially glass or metal.
• Store unused fireworks in a
cool, dry place inaccessible to small
children.
For more information, contact
Cavanah at the Department for
Public Health, 275 E. Main St,
Frankfort, KY 40621 or call (502)
564-4856

County residents called
for district jury duty
The following people have been
selected for di5arict jury duty. They
are to report July 2 at 9 a.m. at the
Calloway County Judicial Building.
Can Addington, Marsha AJIbritten,
Debby Anders( in, Georgia Arnett, Marion Berbericli, Lawrence Biship,
Shannon Blanti)n, Rudy Brawner, Frederick Bray III, Thomas Britton, Lauri
Brooking, Jess ica Brown, Solon Bucy,
Rebecca Cain and Michael Camp;
Jacqueline Canter, Ann Cantrell,
Timothy Canui D, Mark Carpenter, Kenneth Carstens, Laurie Clayton, Jamie
Clemons, Jeff •ey Cline, Barbara Conley, Larry Ci)ntri, Charles Cooper,
Felicia Cnswe II, Heidi Crouse, Richard
Cunningham and Christine Denezzo;
Joe Dick, David Downey, Delana
Duncan, Heather Eldridge, Veronica
Elkins, John Evans, Peggy Farmer,
Monte Finch, Abby Finley, Faye Finley,
Wayne Flonii, Jeremy Fulcher, Elizabeth Futrell, Stacy Glover and Kay
Gupton;
Ricky Hargrove, Jerry Hensleyssr,
Wanda Hoffrr tan, Janice Holland, Billy
Houston, K -istina Jackson, Jerry
Jones, Adam: Keister, Joyce Kingins,
Rickie Klank ey, John Larson, Coleen
Linn, Gerald Linn, Katie Linn and Mika
Liuhamo;
Patricia Lough, Thomas Lynn,
Robert Myatt, James McCraw, Terry
McKinney, Cynthia Nance, Nancy Patterson, Jean Phillips, Anita Poynor,
Melody Reed, Kimberly Maxlow, Daniel Rogers, Molly Ross, Shane
Schroader, Edward Schnautz and

Smith asks
for help
Agriculture Commissioner Billy
Ray Smith has requested assistance
from Ken Lucky hay growers to aid
livestock producers in Florida who
are currently facing a severe
drought.
The drought,coupled with earlier
losses due to flooding this winter,
has greatly reduced the amount of
grass ava liable for Florida livestock
to graze and producers are having to
turn to hay storage to meet their
animal's nutritional needs.
Becau:;e the current demand for
hay in Florida is outpacing the
supply available within the state,
Kentuck y farmers are being asked
to sell or donate any extra hay that
they may have.
Any producers who wish to sell
or donate hay should contact the
Florida Department of Agriculture.
Contacts arc Stephen Monroe in the
Division of Marketing at (850)
922-9827, and Joe Knight in the
Divisior i of Animal Industry at
(850) 922-9827.

?i

"We Care About
Your Car"

Murray
BP
Tony Herndon, Owner
S. 12th St. • 753-0066
(Neil so Rao., inn)

Richmond Shaw;
Gregory Sheldon, Vesta Shelton,
Regina Slaughter, Elishia Smith, Billy
Snyder, Carol Snyder, Emma Stom,
Cary Story, Eddie Stubblefield, Jan
Tabers, Deanna Thurman, Virgil Tinsley, Tina Tripp, Kelly Tucker and Darla
Turner;
Jack Vaughn, Sandra Wallace, Ila
West, Jackie West, George White,
Dolphus Wilson, June Windsor, Joe
Witherspoon, Bradley White, Wendy
Wilson, Jimmy Wyatt, Keith York,
Frank Young Jr. and Joyce Wright.
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Hot Deals
Till

at Peppers

July

3rd, 1998

1998 Cadillac DeVille
Stock #98338
illipp
4iiiiilli

$40,764.00
— 5,209.00
S35,55500

List Price
Oa
Kate Reeves and Annazette Fields, members of Murray State University's
75th Anniversary Committee, present a gift bag which includes the Tyco
Princess Diana Beanie Baby to Freedom Fest Director Judy Carpus and
assistant Kim Price

Peppers Disc .

Your Price

1998 Chevrolet Blazer

Princess Beanie Baby
0
to be given away

Stock #98390
/;
ar, V

le AI
P-ackage

_
This year, attendance at Freedom
Fest could net you an original Tyco
Princess Beanie Baby.
Murray State University's 75th
Anniversary Committee has donated the popular bear to Freedom
Fest to be given away as a prize
during a drawing on the evening of
the Fourth of July.
Annazette Fields, chairperson of
the 75th Anniversary Committee,
was pleased to offer the Beanie
Baby to Freedom Fest.
"This year has marked Murray
State's 75th anniversary, and we
have commemorated this milestone
in many different ways throughout
the year. A final activity will take
place during Family Weekend in
September. By donating this Beanie
Baby to Freedom Fest, the committee has been given the opportunity
to contribute to Murray's 11th annual festival," she said.
This drawing is a part of the
Freedom Fest Passport program. In
order to be eligible for the Princess
Beanie Baby drawing, Freedom
Fest participants must get their
passport stamped or punched at 10
out of 20 events.
Freedom Fest Director Judy Gargus stressed that, with so many fun
Freedom Fest events to attend,
becoming eligible to win the Beanie
Baby should be an exciting quest.
"Just by going to ten festival
activities, one can qualify to win
this coveted stuffed animal. The
Beanie Baby is part of a gift bag

11

$28,570.00
— 3,594.00

List Price
Peppers Disc. & Rebate

$24,97600

Your Price
which includes a Freedom Fest tshirt and cap. English Farms
wrapped the prizes up for us in an
attractive red, white and blue gift
bag. We are excited about giving
people the opportunity to win this
gift," she said.
Passports will be available at
each Freedom Fest event, as well as
at the Murray Tourism Commission, Freedom Fest Headquarters,
805 N. 12th St.
Other prizes which will be given
away include a Cancun vacation,
donated by Far Lands Travel, a $25
gift certificate from Brass Lantern,
dinner for two at Patti's, Hot August
Blues tickets donated by Kenlake
State Park, t-shirts and a ball cap
from Twilight Cabaret, two family
season pool passes donated by the
Murray-Calloway Co. Parks and
Recreation, and a two-month membership from the YMCA. Other
prizes are being added daily.
For more information about the
Passport Program or any Freedom
Fest events, contact the Murray
Tourism Commission, Freedom
Fest Headquarters, at 759-2199.

1998 Chevrolet C1500 vvir
Stock #98441
COrcirne
wheels

c.
_

Alt
coadit10111n

Alutomatic
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$17,787.11
Peppers Disc.
— 1,830.00
Q700
$1
Your Price
I `.°5 1‘.1
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1998 Chevrolet Venture
Stock #98428
E%terided
voleelbase
—
..,....,,,_

$27,515.00
— 3,966.00

List Price
Peppers Disc. & Rebate

Your Price
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'23,54900

1998 Chevrolet S10

DIABETES%SHOPPE

Stock #98392
cloth
Interior

srk IZI

L,

Your Partner In Diabetes Care

Medical Arts Pharmacy
& Diabetes Shoppe

'..4

$12,935.00

List Price
Peppers Disc. & Rebate

GRAND OPENING
Wednesday, July 1 • 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
FREE SERVICES AND CONSULTATIONS
9 AM

Registered Dietitian

12 NOON Foot exams/shoe specialist

10 AM

Foot exams/shoe specialist
Insurance billing specialist

1 PM

Certified Diabetes Educator

2 PM

Registered Dietitian
Insurance billing specialist

3 PM

Grand Prize Drawing

11 AM

Registered Dietitian

11 AM-3 PM

Lifescan Meter Representative

0 916

$i 9
Your Price°°

1998 Chevrolet K3500
Stock #98502
Four

411

wheel

Aid -

riv
4.1

Lifescan representative: Leann Crowe
Diabetes educator: Ann Ingle, R.N., C.D.E.
Pluiramacists: AnnEtte Owen, R.Ph. &
Ruth Pickens, R.Ph.
Diabetes Shoppe representative: Murray Looper

0447/

AIM

Rea,
bee

il=it-

ish..d. t

66.4

List Price
Peppers Discount

11:30 AM-3 PM Blood Glucose checks
Dietitians: Amy Fennel, Suzanne
Seeley, R.D. & Rebecca Wright, R.D.
Physical therapists: Wendy Craig, P.T.,
Pam Kondratko, P.T.A.
Shoe specialist: Jack Richardson
Billings specialists: Angela Elliott
& Lori Randolph

—2,019.00

$26,652.28
— 3,310.05

Your Price S23534223

1998 Chevrolet Cavalier
5lr.ck b`4f-in c'

DIABETES%SHOPPE
Your
Parvier 1)1 DiabereA Care

'Complete Diabetes Department
•Blood Glucose Monitors & Insulin Injectors
'Sugar-Free Foods, Candies and Cookbooks
.Consultation & Product Training
•Medicare, Medicaid & Primary Care Billing
•Special Orders
We are always available to answer your questions and listen to your concerns

DOOR
PRIZES!

Drawings every 30 minutes.
Grand Prize drawing at 3 p.m..

Featuring LIFESCAN Blood Glucose Monitoring Systems:
'ONE TOUCH Profile
•FastTake
•SureStep
'ONE TOUCH BASIC

300 S. Eighth St. • Medical Arts Building

762-1500

List Price
Peppers Disc. & Rebate

$15,175.00
— 2,216.00

Your Price S14°°
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company."

P't-PPI/ecf
<>
CHEVROLET

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

ID TOYOTA

r,,Z) Oldsmobile
All prices do not include tax, title and license.
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Rock and Roll show
highlights Family Day

Robber kills war hero
ROSEBURG, Ore. (AP) —
Marion Carl spent much of his
life outracing death in a fighter
plane.
He led World War II air battles
at Midway and Guadalcanal,
where he survived being shot
down. Then he became a test pilot and flew higher and faster
than anyone before him. In his
50s, the fighter ace returned to
combat in Vietnam.
This is how retired Maj. Gen.
Carl died: He was shot in the
head Sunday night by a robber
who kicked in the door of his
home and demanded cash from
his wife.
"It's a hell of a way to lose a
great American hero," said retired Marine Col. Denis J. Keily,
spokesman for the Naval Aviation Museum Foundation in Pensacola, Fla. "I guess it's a statement of our times."
Authorities on Monday issued
a warrarlbt for the arrest of Jesse
Stuart Fanus, a 19-year-old from
the area who has a record of arrests on charges including
drunken driving, burglary and
criminal trespass.
Sheriff's deputies said Carl,
82, was in bed and his wife,
Edna, was up reading when a
young man wearing wraparound
sunglasses, holding a shotgun and
accompanied by a German shepherd burst through the side door
and demanded car keys and

When You Need It
Wi• out, l't

All Work
Guaranteed

Volunteer!
For more information call
toll-free 1-800-ACS-2345

39 Years
Experience

r

25, 1947, at Muroc Field, now
Edwards Air Force Base, in California. But his fame was fleeting
and soon forgotten.
Chuck Yeager, the Air Force's
top test pilot, wrested away the
title of world's fastest human by
breaking the sound barrier two
months later, also at Muroc. He
flew a Bell X-1 rocket plane at
Mach 1.07 — 700 mph — on
Oct. 14.
In 1953, Carl set a world altitude record of 83,235 feet and
two years later flew U-2 photo
reconnaissance missions over
China.
"One time I'd flown higher
than anybody and another time
I'd flown faster than anybody. I
think I was one of the very few
who had accomplished that," he
told The Associated Press in an
interview last year.
He returned to combat during
the Vietnam War, commanding
the 2nd Marine Air Wing. He retired in 1973 with 13,000 flying
hours, a Navy Cross with two
Gold Stars, the Legion of Merit
with three Gold Stars, the Distinguished Flying Cross with four
Gold Stars and the Air Medal
with 13 Gold Stars.
In 1994, he wrote his memoirs
in a book called "Pushing The
Envelope." Co-author Barrett
Tillman described Carl at the
time as a man "almost totally
lacking in ego; unusual among
flag officers, rare among test pilots and nearly impossible among
fighter aces."

money.
Carl was shot when he walked
into the room, and Mrs. Carl was
grazed in the head but not seriously hurt.
The man took $200 to $400 in
cash and drove off in their car,
but abandoned it 10 miles away.
A patrolman found the dog walking nearby.
"It appears to be totally random — random and irrational and
not thought out," sherifrs Detective Joe Perkins said.
Sherifrs deputies staked out
known haunts of Fanus after a tip
he may have been involved.
Carl's flying exploits spanned
from World War II to Vietnam,
in a career that included 18.5 aerial victories.
In 1942, the Oregon native became the first Marine fighter ace,
downing three Japanese bombers
and a fighter plane over Guadalcanal. He ended his stint at Guadalcanal with 11.5 combat aircraft destroyed, according to the
National Museum of Naval
Aviation.
In one dogfight, his shot-up
Wildcat fighter went down off
the coast of Guadalcanal. His official Marine biography says he
was "losing his battle to swim
ashore against the tide, when he
was picked up by friendly natives
in a canoe. After five days with
the natives, he finally made his
way back to his base."
After the war, Carl became a
Navy test pilot, setting a world
speed record of 651 mph on Aug.

TIMM'S NOTNING
11116NTIER TNAN TNT MOD

AMERICAN
VIC.ANCER
?SOCIETY

Specializing in:
• Unibody Collision
Repair
• Frame Racks for
Adequate Service
• Advanced Paint
Mixing System
103 N. 7th St. • Murray
(woes foss Haphuralk Riders! Bask)

Hopkins Auto
Body Repair
753-9892

JOEL BRANTLEY

out his high-energy, one-hour show
by dancing,playing instruments and
singing. Autographed pictures and
scarves will be gi ven away as well.
Other Family Day in the Park
activities include free rides on the
Candy Cane Expr!ss, a petting zoo,
pony rides, carn ival rides, food,
games,kids' parade,demonstrations
and much more.
For more information about
Family Day in the Park, which will
take place from Ii) a.m. to 6 p.m.,
call the Murray T.3urism Commission, Freedom Fest Headquarters, at
759-2199.

Blue mold hitting farmers
Kentucky tobacco producers
throughout the state are being hit
hard by blue mold fungus, a disease
that has caused more than $300
million in losses to the state's producers since 1995.
"We have confirmed blue mold
fungus in 40 counties. We believe
the number of cases of active blue
mold has been reported," said William Nesmith, extension plant
pathologist with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
Nesmith said that it is active in
both dark and burley tobacco from
the far west through central Kentucky. Only eastern and northeastern Kentucky counties have not yet
experienced significant damage
from blue mold, he said.
He noted that while blue mold
activity continues to incre.ase in
western, southern and central Ken-

tucky, the activity appears highly
variable.
"County agents report the greatest damage so far has been to
transplant production systems, especially in traditional beds still
under cover and where little preventive fungicides have been used.
Most field infections can be traced
to producers scuing infected transplants," he said.
Nesmith said that although direct
damage from blue mold may not
have occurred yet, the disease's
potential for devastating damage is
great, with the disease being established in the state so early in the
growing season.
Use of foliar fungicides in the
field is low statewide, he said,due to
wet field conditions and decisions
by many producers to delay spraying until other farming operations

have been completed.
Nesmith urged producers to
apply foliar fungicides at five-day
intervals in all transplant production
systems. Field spnays should be
started in all counties with active
blue mold as well as in those
counties adjacent to blue moldactive counties.
"Acrobat MZ at 2.5 pounds per
100 gallons of water and Dithane
DF at 1.5 to 2.5 pounds per 100
gallons of water are tiao fungicides
labeled for use in Kientucky. Producers make sure thei.r sprayers are
calibrated to achieve complete
coverage of plants," he said.
Nesmith also suggested that tobacco producers keep in close contact with their county Extension
agents for agriculture lar up-to-date
information on blue mold and its
prevention.

warns about Propuisid
FDA
(120.10.W.
Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Cadillac • Buick
Hwy 121 Bypass • Murray, KY

502-753-5315
Hours: 8:00 to 6:00 Mon.-1 ri., Sat. 8:00 to 3:00 & Closed Sunday
Service Dept. Open Mon.-Iri. 7:00-5:00

• ..

On July 3, put on your bobby
socks and roll up your old blue
jeans! Get ready to learn what rock
'n roll really means.
Everyone will shake, rattle and
roll to Joel Brantley's "History of
Rock 'n Roll Show" which will start
at 5 p.m. as part of the Faintly Day in
the Park activities. Brantley gives
the facts about the early rock 'n roll
artists, and then sings songs by Elvis
Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis, Temptations, Roy Orbison and many more.
Brantley has been a children's
and family entertainer for 10 years.
He has traveled the northwest with
an Elvis impersonator and has performed in such places as Las Vegas,
Nev., and Seattle, Wash. Recently,
he has been performing at schools,
libraries, amusement parks, fairs
and malls around TennesseP, Kentucky and Alabama.
Brantley gets guys and gals from
ages two -80 to participate through-

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Food and Drug Administration is
urging doctors to try everything
else before prescribing Propulsid
for patients with heartburn out of
concern the drug may cause serious heart problems.
The agency ordered strengthened warnings for Propulsid
Monday after reports of heart

rhythm abnormalities, including
38 deaths, since the pill hit the
market in 1993.
The FDA said it cannot prove
the drug caused any deaths, but
noted that Propulsid — approved
specifically for nighttime heartburn — already was known to
cause heart arrhythmias when taken together with certain other

medicines. Monday's action
strengthens those warnings, adding newly discovered drug interactions and a list of other illnesses that increase the risk.
Manufacturer Janssen Pharmaceutica wrote thousands of doctors and pharmacists Monday to
alert them to the strengthened
warnings.
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203 East Main • Murray, KY
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All Passenger Tires are mounted and balanced FREE!!
All Passenger Tires carry Road Hazard Warranty.
FREE flat repairs on all Passenger Tires.
FREE valve stems on every Passenger & LT Truck Tires.
FREE "Lifetime" re-balance & rotation on all Passenger & 1T Truck Tires
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Family Day scheduled for Friday
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State Treasurer John Kennedy Hamilton (left) and state Rep. Freed
Curd (right) present a check to John Washer of Farmer Avenue.
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Local family presented
with unclaimed benefits

misTs, at

A Murray family is the beneficiary of the Kentucky Treasury's
Unclaimed Property Program.
Kentucky State Treasurer John
Kennedy Hamilton and State Rep.
Freed Curd presented a check to
Gary Washer and his daughters,
Teresa Feldhaus and Tammy
Cothran.
The substantial check represents
life insurance proceeds from a
policy belonging to his late wife.
These insurance funds were submitted to the Kentucky Treasury by the
state of Ohio where they had been
dormant for seven years.
When funds remain unclaimed
for a period of years (in Kentucky,
the dormancy period is seven years)
state laws require that they be sent to
the state of owner residence for safe
keeping. As custodian of the unclaimed funds, the Kentucky Trea-
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Mrs. Clinton encourages
Shanghai female students
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surer has set up a highly visible and
proactive program designed to locate the rightful owners and reunite
them with their property.
Every effort is made to identify
the owners, to find their correct
address and to facilitate their claim
to the property.
Just between Jan. 1 and June 25,
the Kentucky State Treasury has
received properties valued at
$4,949,350. In that same period,
Hamilton's efforts have succeeded
in returning property valued at
$1,558,121 to Kentucky citizens.
If you think you, or your family
or friends, may have a claim to any
abandoned property, you are encouraged to visit the Treasurer's
web site at www.state.ky.us/agencies/treasury or to contact the Treasury at 800/465-4722. Information is
constantly being updated.

•

SHANGHAI, China (AP) —
Hillary Rodham Clinton told students at Shanghai's only allfemale high school today that one
of them could some day become
president of China.
"I hope some time in the next
century there will be a meeting
between a woman president of
the United States and a woman
president of China," the first
lady told students at the Shanghai
No. 3 Girls High School.
"Perhaps one of you will be in
that position. I will be happy to
see that," she said.
The elite school, founded by
missionaries in 1890 and now run
by the city, has 2,000 students
admitted through competitive
tests. Graduates include the
Soong Sisters, two of whom became first ladies of China as the
wives of President Sun Yat-sen
and Nationalist leader Gen.
Chiang Kai-shek.
"A girl's education is one of
the best investments any family
or country can make. I'm delighted to see you have made this
good investment," Mrs. Clinton
said.
In a display of linguistic skill,
students asked questions in English and laughed in the right
places during Mrs. Clinton's
comments, which weren't translated into Chinese. She got big
laughs when she noted, "I'm not
an expert with chopsticks, but I
can get most of the food into my
mouth."
Students asked about Mrs.
Clinton's views on educating
children, whether she planned to
run for president — she said she
didn't — and about violence in
U.S. schools.
Mrs. Clinton also visited classrooms where girls were studying
English and practicing traditional

Chinese arts of calligraphy, porcelain painting and engraving.
Yang Tianwei, 16, showed her
a plate painted with a picture of
Mu Guiying, a Chinese woman
who commanded an army during
the 8th Century Song dynasty,
and explained Mu's historical
role in clear, confident English.
"I hope her visit will promote
feelings between our two countries," Ms. Yang said later.
"Letting Mrs. Clinton see the extracurricular activities and classes
of young Chinese is very good,
because it will help the U.S. first
lady understand China better."
Earlier in the day, Mrs. Clinton
joined the deputy mayor of
Shanghai and the Big Bird character from the Chinese-language
version of "Sesame Street" to
celebrate the opening of China's
most advanced children's
hospital.
The Shanghai Children's Medical Center, a joint effort by the
Shanghai city government and
the U.S. charity Project Hope, is
equipped with the latest medical
equipment, most of it donated by
U.S. manufacturers. The hospital
is intended to treat children from
throughout China and teach doctors new techniques.
"Certainly, the relationship between our two peoples has no
greater objective than improving
conditions for the children of
both countries," Mrs. Clinton
said before joining Deputy Mayor
Zuo Huanchen and two Shanghai
schoolchildren in a ribbon-cutting
ceremony.
Mrs. Clinton later visited the
Shanghai Women's Education
and Training Center, where women laid off in the overhaul of
money:losing Chinese state companies were learning to sew dresses and dolls.

Bishop talks about Rat Pack
NEW YORK (AP) — Joey
Bishop, the last surviving member of the Rat Pack, says this
stuff you've been hearing about
the guys being drunken skirtchasers is all wrong.
Bishop, 80, said in this week's
Time magazine that he never saw
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin,
Sammy Davis Jr. or Peter Lawford drunk during performances.
"That was only a gag! And do

you believe these guys had to
chase broads? They had to chase
'em away!" the comic said from
his home in Newport Beach.
Calif.
Bishop said the Rat Pack's renewed cultural currency — the
books, tributes and an upcoming
HBO movie — has more to do
with money than with a truthful
account of the Pack's place in the
early 1960s.

!ELVIN'S TIRE STORE
Specializing in Dean
and General Tires
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Open Mon.-Fri. 8-6, Sat. 8-12

762-0000
401 N. 4th St.
Owner - Ronnie Melvin

There will be fun for everyone at
Freedom Fest's 4th annual Family
Day in the Park which will be held
Friday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Activities include free rides on
the Candy Cane Express, a Bark in
the Park, YMCA/Kids' Parade, carnival rides, a petting zoo, pony
rides, lots of food, games, the
WKYQ Rabbit and much more.
New this year at Family Day is an
appearance by Mother Goose.
Dressed as the famous nursery
rhyme character, Mother Goose will
entertain the young and young-atheart with her tales of Humpty
Dumpty, the old woman who lived
in the shoe, Little Bo Peep, and
much more. Singing and storytelling will highlight this activity,
which begins at 3 p.m. at the park.
Richard Henson will also regale

Family Day crowds with his performance of "Brooms, Bootsie and
Me." His show, which begins at I
p.m., includes storytelling and
broommaking, which has entertained Family Day participants for
three years.
Three Rivers Martial Arts
Academy from Paducah will also be
on site during Family Day from
noon to 6 p.m. Jason Hawkins,
owner, promises an educational and
fun demonstration of the techniques
of tai chi, jiu-jitsu and kali silat.
Some lucky winners will receive
free membership for a month to the
academy.
Other activities include aerobics
demonstrations by the YMCA, a
presentation by Joel Brantley on the

rides and carnival rides are minimal.
We encourage everyone to come on
out, eat lunch here and enjoy an
afternoon with family and friends,"
she said.

history of rock 'n roll, a cake walk
and helicopter rides.
Judy Gargus,director of Freedom
Fest and coordinator of Family Day,
stressed that this LS a familyoriented event.
"My staff and I have lined up an
exciting day for Family Day participants. Admission to Family Day is
free, as are all of the performances
and the Candy Cane Express rides.
Costs to enjoy the petting zoo, pony

A last chance to pick up concert
tickets will be at Family Day in the
Park. Froggy 103 will be giving
away Martina McBride/Diamond
Rio concert tickets that afternoon
for the concert that will take place
that evening at 7 p.m. The Frog-oL,ene will also be there for children
to enjoy.
For more information about
Family Day in the Park, the passport
program,or any other Freedom Fest
event, call the Murray Tourism
Commission, Freedom Fest Headquarters, at 759-2199.

YOU CAN'T BUY THIS.

Cosby case
takes twist
SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP)
— A prosecutor disclosed in
court Monday that she did not
question a key witness in the Ennis Cosby slaying because the
man had refused to testify out of
fear of incriminating himself.
Deputy District Attorney Anne
Ingalls, virtually whispering her
remarks during a hearing with
jurors absent, said Eli Zakaria
was going to invoke protection
against self incrimination in the
trial of Mikail Markhasev even if
Zakaria was granted immunity
from prosecution.
In a somewhat odd finale for
her abbreviated case, Ingalls paraded Zakaria before jurors on
Friday without speaking a word.
She was seeking to combat defense assertions that Zakaria is
the man depicted in a composite
drawing based on details from the
only eye witness.
Bill Cosby's 27-year-old son
was shot to death as he changed a
flat tire along a dark road Jan. 16,
1997. Zakaria and Markhasev
were together that night, authorities say.
Markhasev, 19, is charged with
the murder. His lawyers say police have the wrong man.
Ingalls said Zakaria's lawyers
informed her before his appearance that he would not testify,
which was why she did not ask
him any questions.
She also argued that the defense should not be allowed to
tell jurors about Zakaria's criminal past because "Mr. Zakaria is
no longer a witness in this case."
Public defender Henry Hall
said he had no intention of presenting such evidence because he
does not have the power to offer
Zakaria immunity. The witness
currently faces burglary charges
in Orange County. When the de
fense case opens on Wednesday,
Hall said his first witnesses will
be five law enforcement officers.
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on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations

YOUR CHOICE, No. 3 (Staffing)
CHOOSE PEOPLE WHO CARE
Just going home from the hospital makes you feel better, doesn't it?
Being at home gives you more choices and a sense of control and the
freedom.
You have choices even before you leave the hospital and one of those
choices is Holland Medical.
You might choose Holland for our staff of technicians,therapists, nurses and
pharmacists who are on call 24-hours each day. They represent Holland's
commitment to service. That's why we are accredited by the Joint Commission
on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations.
Remember: No matter which hospital you use, or which doctor you see, you
still have a choice for home health equipment.
Holland is one of your choices.
Your Number One Choice.
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502-442-6311
Toll Free: 1-800-223-4947
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Waller resigns MHS position
Tiger basketball to have
fourth coach in four years
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor

Citing personal reasons, Stan
Waller has resigned as boys' basketball coach at Murray High.
Waller's departure means MHS
will have its fourth different
coach in as many seasons with

the season kicks off later this
year.
"1 didn't feel like the program
was going where I wanted it to
go; there were several things
wrong that I couldn't control,"
said Waller, who turned in his
letter of resignation Friday. "I
didn't feel that the situation was
right for me or the kids and that
everybody would be better off
with someone else in that job."

Waller's first and only MHS
team managed to finish just 2-22
this past season. Inexperience, injuries and the departure of several players contributed to the Tigers' disappointing showing.
"It was one of those things
where there were a lot of factors;
it wasn't the right mix," Waller
said. "1 really appreciate Murray
High giving me the opportunity.
(Resigning) is one of those things

I had to do at this point."
Waller said he has also resigned his teaching position at
Murray High.
Prior to coaching at Murray,
Waller spent 13 years in the Calloway County system, coaching
middle school football, baseball,
track and assisting with the boys'
and girls' high school basketball
teams. He was also an assistant
boys' coach at Lyon County for

one season and assisted on the
Murray girls' basketball staff before taking Over the boys'
program.
Waller's resignation leaves
MHS Principal Dan Hampton —
who was out of town and unavailable for comment — with
two coaching vacancies to fill for
the upcoming school year. The
girls' soccer program is also currently without a coach.

NBA lockout
set to begin
at midnight;
salaries issue
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
NBA's summer of labor discord
tips off tonight at midnight Eastern time.
That's when the lockout begins
and all business will come to a
halt: No trades, no free agent
signings, no:practices, no resolving the Michael Jordan question.
After going more than a week
since the last talks on a new collective bargaining agreement, the
league announced fidonday what
everyone knew was coming — a
lockout that could wipe out
games for the first time in NBA
history.
"We need a way to slow down
salary growth to bring it in line
with our revenue growth," commissioner David Stern said. "The
current system does not work."
"We can't afford to play next
season under the current system.
That's just the reality. That's why
owners elected to lockout," Stern

• See

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

NET WORK: Boone Lane of Murray returns a shot while Murray State tennis coach Mel Purcell looks on during the Purcell Power
Mid-South Tennis Camp Monday at the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts on the MSU campus.
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Williams advances at Wimbledon
By STEPHEN WILSON
AP Sports Writer

WIMBLEDON, England (AP)
— Venus Williams powered into
the Wimbledon quarterfinals today by trouncing the player who
bounced her sister out the tournament a day earlier.
Volleying with authority for
the first time and showing an allcourt game which could make her
a real title threat, Williams
needed just 62 minutes to beat
Virginia Ruano-Pascual 6-3, 6-1.
Also advancing to the quarterfinals were defending champion
Martina Hingis, last year's runnerup Jana Novotna and French
Open champion Arantxa Sanchez
Vicario.
The top-seeded Hingis beat

Major League
takes rare day
off; action to
resume tonight
The Associated Press
Big leaguers should be well
rested today.
Baseball took a rare break
I
Monday, without a single
game scheduled.
It marked the first time
since April 30, 19680 — aside
from All-Star periods and labor problems — there was a
day during a season without
any games played.
"I was stunned when I realized it hadn't happened in 25
years," said Seymour Siwoff
of the Elias Sports Bureau,
Which compiles the big league
statistics. "I think it's just a
matter of pure coincidence."
All 30 teams were scheduled to play today or tonight.

Hingis, Novotna win
Thailand's Tamarine Tanasugarn
6-3, 6-2, No. 3 Novotna downed
No. 10 Irina Spirlea 6-2, 6-3 and
No. 5 Sanchez Vicario rallied for
a 3-6, 6-3, 6-2 win over Dominique Van Roost.
Williams will face Novotna in
the quarters, while Hingis will
play Sanchez Vicario.
On Monday, the prospect of a
fourth-round meeting between
Venus and her sister was dashed
when 16-year-old Serena Williams failed to get past RuanoPascual. Citing a calf injury,
Serena quit the third-round match
while trailing 7-5, 4-1.

Venus avenged that result by
overwhelming the 47th-ranked
Spaniard with her best performance so far, mixing big serves
and groundstrokes with lobs, drop
shots and winning volleys.
In previous matches, Williams
had been reluctant to go to net, a
tactic that many believe she
needs to master in order to win
on grass.
But today she was an imposing
force at the net, taking full advantage of her height —
6-foot-1Y. height — and long
arms. She attacked on every short
ball and won more than 20 points

at the net.
The match ended, fittingly,
with Williams coming in behind
a serve return and punching a
forehand volley which RuanoPascual could barely reach.
While Serena had neglected to
shake hands with the Spaniard after quitting Monday's match,
Venus stood at the net and exchanged handshakes.
Hingis got off to a slow start,
losing serve in the first game and
struggling to find her rhythm. But
she won the next four games and
breezed to victory over her 42ndranked opponent.
"I had a little bit of a problem
at the beginning to get into it,"
Hingis said. "The second set was
much better. I was always more
aggressive and controlling the

games and the points."
Hingis said she may have been
affected by the 11 a.m. start.
"Everything was kind of very
fast in the morning," she said. "I
was still sleeping in practice."
Tournament officials scheduled
early matches in order to clear up
a backlog caused by so many rain
delays. The sun was out today
and there was only a small
chance of showers.
In men's play, defending
champino Pete Sampras was
scheduled to face French qualifier
Sebastian Grosjean in a fourthround match. Richard Krajicek,
the 1996 champion and No. 9
seed, was due to face Wayne Ferreira for a place in the quarters.
II See Page 13

1998 World Cup

Netherlands, Germany win
1 Violence erupts again
prior to quarterfinal match
between Argentina, England;
more police to be on hand
By JOSEPH WHITE
AP Sports Writer
PARIS (AP) — Both favorites
won. Both by 2-1. That doesn't
come close to telling the story.
The story was in the face of
Edgar Davids, running toward a
sea of orange in the stands, his
left index finger thrust in the air
as he celebrated his first goal for
his country. It was a second-half
game-winner during injury time
Monday that lifted the Netherlands into the World Cup
quarterfinals.
"I put all of myself into the final shot, and I scored," said the
25-year-old midfielder, breaking
a two-year media silence to dis-

cuss the 25-yard blast that eliminated Yugoslavia in the 92nd
minute.
The story also was the sight of
Germany's veterans, sprawled on
the grass, gasping for air, their
aging legs cramping in 91 -degree
heat. They didn't just win, they
survived a heart-stopping scare,
needing two goals 11 minutes
apart deep in the second half to
beat Mexico.
"I wouldn't want to go
through such a game every day,"
German coach Beni Vogts said.
"My team went through 90 minutes of torture. We won with
our fighting spirit. They found
the strength to win a game that
was nearly lost."
The quarterfinal field will be
filled today, and on the eve of the
match between Argentina and England there was more fan
violence.
A sudden show of force by riot

self with my family and allow
troops triggered insults, scuffles
Soccer Federation presi(U.S.
toearly
and wild baton charges
dent) Alan Rothenberg the freeday in the center of Saintdom to select someone else that
Etienne, where the game will be
give this national team a
could
arrested
played tonight. Police
fresh start."
several English fans and local
Sampson was severely crititoughs. There were some minor
by his players after the Uncized
during
injuries, mostly caused
ited States lost all three of its
crowd stampedes.
games and scored just one goal.
In China, meanwhile, President
"We were naive to think an inshow
call-in
Clinton told a radio
experienced coach would see the
that he liked Brazil's chances to
value of experienced players,"
win an unprecedented fifth World
Eric Wynalda said of the
forward
U.S.
the
said
Cup. Clinton also
first American coach to lead a
team's 2-1 loss to Iran in the first
U.S. team at a World Cup. "We
round was "heartbreaking for
should
never let this happen
Americans."
again."
That loss underscored a lastThe back-to-back second-round
place finish for the United States
left the quarterfinals
thrillers
Sampson
Steve
that led to coach
bracket with two empty places,
resigning on Monday, just a few
with Romania playing Croatia at
days after he vowed not to step
Bordeaux and England seeking to
down.
avenge the 12-year-old "Hand of
"This was my decision, my
decision only," Sampson said. "I
felt it was best I reacquaint my- • See Page 13
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Hodges saw
Bird's spot
in basketball
hall long ago
Bill Hodges found out a long
time ago just how good a
player Larry Bird was.
The whole world knew soon
afterward, and Bird's election
to the Basketball Hall of Fame
confirms his place in history.
Hodges, Bird's coach at Indiana State, is now on Tevester
Anderson's Murray State staff.
His reaction to Bird's hall of
fame election?
"What took them so long?"
he said from his MSU office
this morning. "He's been in my
hall of fame for a long time.
You never know with you media types, but I expected him to
get in."
Bird was elected in his first
year of eligibility, having been
retired for five years.
Under Hodges, Bird led Indiana State to the 1979 NCAA
championship game, where the
Sycamores fell to Magic Johnson's Michigan State Spartans
— their only loss of the
season.
In the NBA, Bird helped the
Celtics to three NBA championships in the 80s — winning
three MVP awards along the
way.
Back problems forced him to
retire in 1992, but Bird, after
winning an Olympic gold
medal with the original
"Dream Team," entered the
coaching ranks this past season. He directed the Indiana
Pacers to within one game of
the NBA Finals before falling
in Game 7 to the eventual
champion Chicago Bulls.
Actually, it was Hodges' assistant, former NBA player
Mel Daniels, who first realized
Bird's potential.
"Mel was an all-pro who
kept himself in pretty good
shape and worked out with the
players; one day he came into
my office and said, 'That Bird
kid is better than anybody in
the pros,— Hodges recalled. "I
said, 'You're not comparing
him to Dr. J and some of those
guys are you? — And Mel said,
'It doesn't matter who it is.,
"So that told me that Larry
was something special because
Mel had played against Dr. J
and Dan Issel, and you're talking about some great players
there," Hodges said. "Mel is
now the scout for personnel
with the Pacers, and he and I
are still close."
Bird was rookie of the year
in 1980, a two-time finals
MVP and 12-time All-Star.
Bird was also named coach of
the year this past season.
Hodges said that while Bird
will be gracious at the Hall of
Fame induction ceremony Oct.
2 in Springfield, Mass., personal recognition is not his
main focus.
"I guarantee you, if Larry
had never won an NBA championship while winning three
MVP awards, he would have
been very dissatisfied," he
said. "Winning coach of the
year embarrassed him, and the
fact that the Pacers didn't win
the NBA championship this
past season left him
dissatisfied.
"He's the kind who would
say, 'Give me the coach of the
year award when we win the
NBA championship,— Hodges
added. "He's proud of his accomplishments and in his own
way he's very confident, but
he's also kind of humble. It
used to be like pulling chickens' teeth to get him to go to
• See Page 13
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Sports

•NBA lockout...
FROM PAGE 12
said.
The move came as no surprise.
Players were told throughout last
season to expect a long work
stoppage, and talks were going
nowhere before breaking off.
The biggest question now is
when it will end.
"We spent all of this year urging players to save their money
so they would be able to survive
a lockout," union director Billy
Hunter said. "We've taken continuous polls among the players,
and they are prepared to go the
distance."
Stern even acknowledged that
the impasse could last into
November, when the season
opens, or even into 1999.
"Yes, that is fair and accurate.
There are a number of clubs that
will do better not operating than
operating. That's something the
players don't seem to under-

BRIEFS
Hurricanes qualify for USSSA World Series
The Western Kentucky Hurricanes have recently placed in several tournaments, qualifying them to enter the USSSA World Series in Slidell, La , July
19-25
Earlier this month they won two first place trophies for the Mayfield Invitational Tournament, a second place trophy in the Paducah Storm Tournament
of Champions and this past weekend they won the Anna, Ill , Invitational Earlier in the season they also placed second at the Mudcat Covington Classic
and third in an invitational in Covington, Tenn
The team is composed of western Kentucky 10-year olds Graves County
players include Blake Abbott and Tony Crowder, Marshall County, Buddy
Baumann, Andy Blevins and Derek Vaughn, McCracken County, Brian Cruse,
Livingston County, Brandon Campbell and Ryan Peek, and Calloway County,
Jacob Young, Peter Thackston and Kent Erwin The team is coached by
Robert Copeland with Joel Cruse and Rocky Campbell as assistants
The team will host a booth at the Freedom Fest Family Day in the Park and
also at the Freedom Fest Street Fair on the courtsquare They will raise funds
for their upcoming world series trip by selling grilled foods, cold drinks and
having a raffle of merchandise donated by area merchants and two tickets to
a St Louis Cardinals game and a gift certificate to Ozzie's Restaurant and
Sports Bar, compliments of the St Louis Cardinals and Ray Gallardo and Ozzie Smith

BRONCO LEAGUE TOURNAMENT
On Saturday. Cooksey Plumbing defeated Sigma Chi 10-3. For Cooksey
Plumbing, Logan Walker was the winning pitcher with 12 strikeouts Antonio
Kendall led the way offensively with a triple, double and single Brandon
Steele, Logan Walker and Shawn McElrath each singled For Sigma Chi,
Tyler Gelb, Logan Schwettman and Bryan Coles each singled
• Also on Saturday, Cooksey Plumbing edged Dennlson-Hunt 12-11
Brandon Steele was the winning pitcher with seven strikeouts. Chase Futrell
led the way with a triple and single Brandon Steele had a double and single
while Logan Walker doubled and Antonio Kendall, Jordan Steiner and Shawn
McElrath all singled. For Dennison-Hunt, Josh Burks doubled and singled,
Dominique Hudspeth had two singles and Wesley Claiborne, C J Ray, Chris
Williams, Justin Futrell, Wesley Tucker and Ehrenheim all singled

stand," Stern said.
This will be the third lockout
in league history. A lockout in
the summer of 1995 lasted three
months; in 1996 it lasted only a

On June 25, Peoples Bank defeated F.T.&W.P. 14-9. Peoples Bank tallied
11 hits, led by Misty and Kelly with three hits each Amy added two hits.
F.T.8W P had four hits, with Krista Doron, Megan Raspberry, Krista Shelby
and Meghan King recording one each

II Hodges...
awards ceremonies, but now he
realizes that it's not only an accolade, it's a responsibility in
his profession."
Hodges said that while Bird
has the ability to be a hall of
fame coach as well as a player
— ala John Wooden and Lenny
Wilkens — winning championship rings will his his driving
force on the sideline.
"When he gets one (championship coaching), he will want
two; when you have a little
success you get greedy and you
want more and more," Hodges
said.
Hodges hasn't had the

chance to speak with Bird
since his election, but plans to
soon. He will also meet with
Bird in August in a golf tournament Bird puts on in Terre
Haute, Ind., to benefit the Boys
and Girls Club there.
Hodges said he also hopes to
attend the Hall of Fame induction ceremony in October.
"That's only if we're not too
busy here," he said. "My first
obligation is to Murray State
basketball, so I will have to
discuss that with Tee (Anderson). I'm kind of like Larry in
that I think ceremonies are just
that, ceremonies, but I'd like to
go if I can."

Baseball owners to
elect Selig on July 9
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Nearly
six years after becoming acting
commissioner, Bud Selig is set to
take the job on a permanent basis
when owners meet July 9 at
Chicago.
Selig, acting commissioner
since September 1992, repeatedly
has said he doesn't want the position on a permanent basis. However, he also has refused to rule
out accepting the job.
Electing his commissioner is
the top item for the special meeting, which was confirmed by an
NL owner who spoke on the condition of anonymity. Owners also
are expected to finalize the format of the 1999 schedule at the
session.
Earlier this month, Selig told
baseball executives he intends to
accept the job, according to a
member of the ruling executive
council and a baseball lawyer
who spoke on the condition they
not be identified.
Selig, the owner of the Milwaukee Brewers, is expected to
place his interest in the team in
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trust for his children and grandchildren. There is little opposition to him becoming
commissioner.
Selig would become baseball's
first commissioner since Sept. 7,
1992, when Fay Vincent resigned
under pressure. Later that week,
owners elected Selig chairman of
the ruling executive council.
While the position gave him
much of the commissioner's leadership role, he lacked the legal
authority, which remained with
the 10-member council.
His election as commissioner
is not expected to change baseball's power structure. Last summer, Selig and the council hired
former Toronto Blue Jays president Paul Beeston as baseball's
chief operating officer. Beeston
will remain as the day-to-day
head of the sport's business decisions and will continue to oversee
the staff of the commissioner's
office.
Because the meeting won't
take place until next week, players and owners agreed to a twoweek postponement in the deadline for completing a draft of the
1999 schedule.

your
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Hundreds of sizes available.
All remanufactured to new
condition.

3 Year/50,000
Mile Warranty
Complete Long Blocks

As low as $859

He also said the NBA would
accept an agreement similar to
the NFL's, in which a salary cap
could not be exceeded for any
reason.
The players have vowed to resist any form of a "hard" salary
cap and want to keep the current
"soft" cap, especially the rule
known as the "Larry Bird exception," which allows teams to exceed the salary cap to retain their
own free agents.
Such an exception allowed the
Chicago Bulls to pay Michael
Jordan more than $33 million last

season despite the salary cap being set at 526.9 million.
"At the last bargaining meeting, the union said that unless the
owners were prepared to agree to
maintain the 'Larry Bird exception' as is, they had nothing
further to talk about," Granik
said, referring to the June 22 session, which broke off after only
30 minutes. "We need an agreement that is not totally openended, and if there's a way to do
so that keeps the exception — or
some elements of it — we're prepared to do that."
Hunter pointed out that only 10
percent of players signed their
current contracts under the Bird
exception.
"For the other 90 percent, it's
a fixed cap. Without the exception, teams wouldn't have room
to accommodate most of the
players," he said.
The lockout means teams cannot conduct practices, summer
camps, workouts, coaching sessions or team m,:ctings. A handful of players who were to be
paid part of their salaries this
summer will not receive those
paychecks until the lockout ends.

FROM PAGE 12
For the third straight year, Tim
Henman has reached the quarterfinals, raising Britain's hopes of
having its first male champion
since 1936.
Feeding off the frenzied support of the Centre Court crowd,
the 12th-seeded Henman downed
U.S. Open champion Patrick Rafter of Australia 6-3, 6-7 (7-3),
6-3, 6-2.
"To walk out on a court when
it was full as that, it gives you a
buzz," Henman said. "I think
I've shown in the past and I've
shown again that I do respond to
that."
Henman described Monday's
win as "one of the best, if not
the best" victory of his career.
With so much focus on the England soccer team's progress at the
World Cup, he said he felt less
pressure than ever before.
"I do feel very, very relaxed
about the whole situation," Henman said. "I surprised myself a
little bit, how relaxed I was
today."
Henman next faces No. 3 Petr
Korda, the Australian Open
champion who downed John van
Lottum in straight sets. Korda
strained his left Achilles tendon
in the third set but said he plans
to play Wednesday.
"If it's going to be nice
weather, I'll be there," he said.
Based on the weather so far,
that's no certainty. Monday was
the fifth day affected by rain

delays.
Henman, who beat Korda in
their last meeting in Key Biscayne this spring, said the lefthanded Czech is "probably one
of the most dangerous players"
in the draw.
"He can hit winners from all
over the court," Henman said.
The same goes for Goran Ivanisevic, who served 44 aces in
his third-round win over Daniel
Vacek.
Ivanisevic, a two-time Wimbledon finalist, came into this
year's tournament as a forgotten
man after a terrible sump that
saw him win only one match in
his last five Grand Slams.
But the 14th-seed Croatian,
scheduled to face Todd Martin in
the fourth round, believes he may
be on the verge of a breakthrough
victory in a major.
"It was not easy for me, all
this talking, 'He's gone, and he's
never going to be back again,—
Ivanisevic said. "But every time
when I am on that court, I know I
can beat anybody. My matches
are like horror thrillers. You cannot expect anything. I made the
movie, but I don't know the
end."
In women's play, the quarterfinalists in the bottom half of the
draw were set Monday when No.
2 Lindsay Davenport, No. 6 Monica Seles, No. 16 Nathalie Tauziat and Natasha Zvereva all advanced in straight sets.
Seles will face Zvereva, while
Davenport will play Tauziat.

III World Cup...
FROM PAGE 12
God" defeat against Argentina.
In terms of cliffhanger value,
those games have hard acts to
follow. On the heels of the World
Cup's first "golden goal" —
France's sudden-death overtime
victory over Paraguay on Sunday
— came not only Germany's
comeback, but also the Dutch
survival and the first missed penalty kick of France 98.
The crossbar was still vibrating
long after Yugoslav striker Predrag Mijatovic nailed it with a
penalty kick that could have given Yugoslavia a 2-1 lead in the
51st minute. His predecessors at
the tournament were 14-for-14
from the spot.
"This is the worst moment in
my career," Mijatovic said. "The
Dutch goalie is tall, so I decided

to shoot high and under the bar.
It didn't work. I'm sad for my
teammates."
The Netherlands will play the
Argentina-England winner in the
quarterfinals Saturday, the same
day Germany faces either Romania or Croatia.
European champion and threetime World Cup titlist Germany
trailed Mexico 1-0 when Juergen
Klinsmann tied it in the 75th minute. Oliver Bierhoff then outleaped defender Raul Lara to put
home a 12-yard header in the
86th to clinch the victory. It was
the third goal of the tournament
for both strikers.
"The way we fought in this
hot weather makes us incredibly
optimistic for the next games,"
said Klinsmann. "We have tremendous fighting spirit."

'See me for all your famik insurance needs."

305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

733-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
Stria Fsrm Insurance Companies
Home °Mess Bloomington, Illinois
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Horns Runs
Griffey .Jr, Seattle. 32, ARodriguez.
Seattle, 27, JuGonzalez, Texas, 24,
RPalmeiro, Baltimore, 23, Canseco, Toronto, 23; Thome, Cleveland, 21,
MVaughn, Boston, 21
Runs Batted In
JuGonzalez. Texas, 96, Gritfey Jr,
Seattle, 71, ARodriguez, Seattle, 66,
Thome, Cleveland, 66, RPalmeiro. Baltimore, 65, Belle, Chicago, 63, MRamirez.
Cleveland. 61
Pitching (10 Decisions)
PMartinez, Boston, 10-2, 833:
DWells, New York, 10-2, 833, Cone,
New York, 10-2, .833, He;ling, Texas,
11-3, .786, Wakefield, Boston, 9-3, .750,
WWilliams, Toronto, 8-3, .727, Arrojo,
Tampa Bay, 10-4, 714

liLlordan SIL
LWaker Col
Gwynn SD
MaGrace ChC
action° Col
Biggio kla,l
Soria CSC
D•Bell Hai
Kendall Pit
Jettenes Phi

itten'ib
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512 S. 12th St.
75 4-4563
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FUTURES GOLF CLUB
18-Hole Course !'
Remodeled Club
House & Pro Shop

4.4

1120 Country Club Road • Puryear

B.Y.O.B.
til 12 a.m.

Salon & Spa
Sham.00

=1112117131T1ir1:1111M1
• Video Viewers

World Class
Men's Cfrib

7,000 sq. ft.35 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups
World Class
Sound and Light
System

• Hot Lotion
• Harmonic Stress Relief

Be Pampered By The Best

• Food • Pool
• Darts
18 and up

759-9555
EJ

Hwy. 641 South Puryear, TN

-r

Call Today for your Tee Time!
901-247-3264

ID Massage

301 Maple St • nowntowri • 1101.m.y

14
95
79
89
103
115
104
103
104
89
94

Horns Runs
McGwire, Si, Louis. 36, Sosa, ChiSan Diego. 26: GaGVaughn.
32:
cago.
larraga. Atlanta, 25. Castilla, Colorado,
23, JLopez, Atlanta, 19; ChJones, Atianta. 18; Burnitz, Milwaukee, 18.
Runs Batted In
McGwire, St Louis, 86: Sosa, Chicago, 78, Castilla, Colorado, 70, Galarraga, Atlanta, 67, GVaughn, San Diego,
66; Bichette. Colorado. 65. Brogna. Phi)adelphia, 64
Pitching (10 Decisions)
GMaddux, Atlanta, 11-2, 846, Glavine. Atlanta, 11-3. 786; Rueter, San
Francisco, 9-3. .750, KBrown, San
Diego, 9-3, 750; Hampton, Houston.
8-3, .727; Wood, Chicago, 7-3, 700.
Gardner, San Francisco, 7-3, .700, Harnisch, Cincinnati, 7-3, .700; RJMartinez,
Los Angeles, 7-3, .700.

Hours 9 a.m.-11 p.m.

D & W Auto Parts

NATIONAL LEAGUE
R
G AB
71 273
48
51
66 235
73 265
41
80 308 49
51
82 344
71
81 316
78 314 63
57
78 318
75 274
46
46
74 293

Mon.-Tues. Boots-N-Bikinis All Country!
Wed. Wet T-Shirt Contest
Cash Prizes

Murray

• Bod

Pct, GB
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481 13!,
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434 17'n
47
28
54
341 25
Monday's Games
No games scned,led
Tuesday's Games
San Diego Ashtyy 10-5) at Oakland (Haynes
215
pm
6-31
Montreal (Perez 6-7) at Boston (Avery 4-2). 605
pm
Detron (Mo•hlow 7-5) at Pittsburgh ulster 5-9),
6 05 p rn
tvinnesota (Newtons 4-7) at Cincinnati (Tornio
6-61, 605 pm
N V Meta (Reed 9-4) at Toronto (Clemens 8-61.
6 05 p m
AUanta (Neagle 8-6) at Tampa Bay (Saunders
1-8), 605 pm
Florida (Meadows 6-6i at Baltimore (Enckson
8-6), 635 pm
Philadelphia (Loewe( 2-0) at N V Yankees (Cone
10-21. 635 pm
Cleveland (Wright 7-4) at Milwaukee (Eldred
3-5). 705 pm
Chicago Whit. SON (Navarro 6-91 at Nouston
(Bergman 6-4) 7 05 p m
Kansas City (Rusch 5-9) at St Louis 1Petkovsek
5-4), 7 10 pm
Lc* Angeles (t/retort 4-6) st Texas (Holing
11-3), 735 pm
Colorado (Astacio 5-8) at Seattle (Johnson 7-6).
905 pm
San Francisco (Estss 6-6) at Anaheim (Finley
7-41, 905 pm
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puty commissioner Russ Granik
said. "The players made one set
of proposals, and have never
moved off those proposals in any
way on economic issues."
Stern and Granik said the
league's profit margins have been
shrinking for the last five years,
and almost half of the 29 teams
stood to lose money in the justcompleted season.
"The final numbers aren't in,
but for first time, as a whole, we
believe the league was actually
unprofitable last season," Stern
said.

•Williams...

UPPER DIVISION SOFTBALL

FROM PAGE 12

,ew hours.
The old agreement was to run
for six years, but the owners had
the right to reopen it if the
amount of designated revenue being paid toward player salaries
exceeded a certain level — 51.8
percent of basketball-related
income.
The owners say they are now
devoting 57 percent of those revenues to player salaries, a total
of almost $1 billion.
The impending lockout already
caused 12 NBA players to be removed from the team scheduled
to compete next month at the
world championships in Greece.
USA Basketball, the governing
body for the national team, will
replace them with a team of
Americans currently playing
overseas, minor leaguers and possibly some collegians.
Despite meeting nine times
since April, the owners and players have made only minimal
progress on a new agreement to
replace the one expiring at midnight tonight.
"We've made four different
proposals, all involving player salaries going up every year," de-
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OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-1:30 a.m.
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
td.
$6.25 Column Inch, 40% Discount 2nd Run, 604 Discount 3rd Run.
4iAa 6 Day Penchi,
(AU 3 Ads What R
52 25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Reader Ads
30e per word. 56 00 minimum I st 4a fis per word per day for each arichuona1 consecuuse day
$200 eatra for Shopper Clues ,Clasatfleds go into Shopping Guide )$2-00 eau'for blind boa ads

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916
OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

CM

AlA

Legal
Notice

Attention: Former

occupants

of

Help Wanted

100

Skyline Drive any personel property not

VCR
Microwave
Repair
All Brands

removed by July 8 will be discarded or
become property of new residence.

Ward Elkins
753-1713
MACHINE Quilting. Regular size. $31 50. Murray
Sewing Center. 753-5323.

Explore
Main St. Murray
on the Court Square
July 4th, 1998.

1998 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
Insurance Is now
slenderized in 10
plans and we write
all 10.

ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center
!' 32-753-5323

he part A deductible
you, or your
insurance, must pay
has been increased
to $764 in 1998.
For more information
cau:

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew 7536981

or nationwide
1-800-455-4199
'our 35th year of eervIce'

F REE Pregnancy Tests
Ldehouse 753-0700
GENE & Jos Flowers will
be closed Saturday, July
4th & will reopen Monday,
July 13th at 8am

Classified

The Murray Middle School Kids
• Company & The Murray Elementary Kids Company will be
closed on Friday, July 3rd, 1998
for the 4th of July holiday.
Thanks,
Kids Company Directors

"STOP"

'r Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Come by to check out our low. low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving.

/ ALPINE
We
*
t:64
°C1(rprdf
)

Clarion
41:30 ilk IL.0•CP

•

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

Dixieland Center

('harbroiled

Hickon Smoked
111M)
Ribs
1 enderliiiin

Perm*
SWF- tall, auburn hair, late
40's, professional southern
lady seeking professional
gentleman to share the
good times. Send reSponse to: PO Box 1040C, Murray, KY 42071.
030

.McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199

BAKER'S Original Hot
Tamales. Ph. 436-5832
Try them. they're great'

P'

HOUSE of Clothes, $1.00
per item Mon-Sun. Oft
Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5
miles. 489-2243.

amMy
I lb FIBQ
Plig Runs
Stg, Ccie Se.
P14, Pat Simi

$10.99

Chicken
It

1

\-0 Pond Rinsed
tallish

flails Lunch Sped:ifs 11 a.m.-1 p.m.

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

Financial
HAVING trouble getting a
Cal
loan?
bank
1-800-289-0521

A church of 1300 members in a growing university community seeks a fulltime director of junior & senior high youth, with additional responsibilities in directing a new Christian
Life Center. Prefer baccalaureate degree & experience in youth related activities. Salary commensurate with experience &
qualifications. Send resume to: Church Secretary, First United Methodist
Church. 503 Maple St,
Murray, KY 42071
ADMINISTRATIVE
SECRETARY I
Full-time position with benefits starting August 1,
1998. High school graduate or equivalent with two
years of secretarial experience required; college degree preferred. Additional
experience and college
education may be exchanged year for year to
meet qualifications. Responsibilities include receptionist/ clerical work for
a staff of one full-time coordinator, four graduate
assistants, 20-25 academic mentors and supervision
of approximately 10-12
student workers. Microcomputer skills necessary
with knowledge of Microsoft Office. Excel. and
dBase preferred. Requires
excellent
interpersonal
communication skills and
the ability to work well with
faculty, staff, students with
disabilities and their families. Knowledge of basic
bookkeeping procedures
and university policies and
procedures preferred. Salary $6.72 per hour. Apply
at: Human Resources,
Sparks Hall, Murray State
University, PO Box 9, Murray. KY 42071-0009. An
EEO, fvVFID, AA employer.
ATTENDANTS Needed.
& part-time. Earn
$500+ per week. No experience necessary. Will
train. Looking for certified
nail technician & stylist
Apply at Murray Men's
Club Salon & Spa, 304
Maple St, Murray.
759-9555

ADMINISTRATIVE
SECRETARY III
Full-time position with benefits. Two years of college
with four years of upper
level secretarial experience including bookkeeping/ financial record keeping in a university, business, or government office
required. Additional experience and college education may be exchanged
year for year to meet qualifications. The position requires advanced knowledge of word processing
software, preferably Microsoft Word. Knowledge of
desktop publishing and
spreadsheet software is also preferred. The position
requires frequent contact
with faculty and students,
the ability to handle repeated interruptions, and
supervision of student
workers. Will also assist in
coordinating the College
Forum and the James 0.
Overby Kentucky History
and Culture Series. A keyboarding test is required.
Salary $7.73 per hour. Apply at: Human Resources,
Sparks Hall, Murray State
University, PO Box 9, Murray, KY 42071-0009. An
EEO, M/F/D, AA employer.

BLACK'S Decorating Center of Murray. KY is recruiting for experienced painters $9 00 per hour to start
with opportunities for advancement and benefits
Affordable group health insurance available Interpersons should
ested
leave voice mail message
by calling 502-759-8609
No walk-in applications accepted Equal Opportunity
Employer
BUSY physicians office in
need of a full-time file
clerk Send resumes to
PO Box 1040-E. Murray.
KY 42071

1st American
Cash Advance
Is novi hiring part time
personnel for our
location.
Murray
Sales and collection
experience a plus but
will train the right individual.
Apply In person
at Olympic Plaza
Mon.-Frl.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
COLDWELL Banker
Woods and Associates is
Agents
expanding
needed, training available.
753-1651.
COMMUNITY Alternatives,
Kentucky, a progressive
company that provides services to people web mental
retardation/ developmental
disabilities, has the following positions available:
Staffed Residence Providers, Leisure Trainers, Community Habilitation Instructors. Applicants must have
a high school diploma/
GED, valid driver's license,
reliable transportation, and
must be willing to work
Call
flexible hours
(502)527-2255 or send resumes to Ms Peeler, Community Alternatives, Kentucky, PO Box 39, Symsonia, Kentucky 42082.
E0E/M/F/DN.

POSITION AVAILABLE
The Murray Ledger & Times is accepting
applications for a reporting position. Candidates
must possess strong writing and reporting skills. A
knowledge of AP style is also a must. Excellent
benefits include health and dental insurance, paid
holidays, paid vacation.

Send resume, clips and letter to:
Amy Wilson
The Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071.

Come & Discover!

0

1000 Blooming Varieties
hardy Daylilies & Ilosta.

OPEN GARDENS
Shade Seating • Refreshments
Photographers Welcome, Car Tours Available
Gill Plant with purr/hone
Hourly 1114 Tues., Thurs., Fri. & Set.
Closed Run., Mon., Wad.

Bethel Gardens
94 Fade I wiloo follow signs • 763-2963

200

Domestic&
Chador*

Heap Wanted

ADMINISTRATIVE
SECRETARY III
Full-time position with benefits to begin July 1, 1998.
Two years of college plus
DENTAL Assistant needfour years of upper level
secretarial experience re- ed. Send resume to: Wilquired. Additional related
liam Pasco, 1653 Callowork experience and colway Ave, Murray, KY
lege education may be ex- 42071.
changed year for year to
DOLLIES
meet qualifications. Strong
public relations and organ- World Class Men's Club
izational skills are a high now hiring entertainers.
priority; supervisory expe- Earn $1,000 plus per
rience preferred. Book- week. Managers. waitkeeping and excellent sec- resses & door persons
retarial/ personal computer
also needed. Work for the
skills required. Proficiency
Call
around.
with Microsoft Word, best
dBase, and spreadsheets (901)247-3965.
preferred. Experience with DRIVER/ Dispatcher. ReInternet and e-mail helpful. quirements: CDL, Hazmat,
Experience working with
-endorsement. Call
confidential and/ or sensi- & X
753-0212.
tive information needed.
Must have the ability to do
DRIVERS/ OTR
general EEO research and
Due to customer demand
to transcribe documents
efficiently. Must be willing Jolliff Transportation is
to work overtime hours as ROW hiring teams/ singles.
required. A keyboarding Plenty of miles. Earn
test will be required. Sal- $2,300 bonuses 1st year.
ary $7.73 per hour. Apply Don't miss out on a great
at: Human Resources, opportunity. Call 800-873Sparks Hall, Murray State
5653 Mon 8am- Sat Noon.
University, PO Box 9, Murray, KY 42071-0009. An FRIEDMAN'S Jewelers is
EEO, M/F/D, AA employer. looking for cheerful people
AN unexpected resigna- to mirk in an exciting envition has opened a position ronment. Now hiring manin our billing office. Appli- agers asst., managers &
cations are being taken by sales associates for new
mail only, and should be store opening in Murray.
Send resume to:
sent to: Dr. Jerry Edwards,
Fnedman's Jewelers, cJo
Resources,
Physicians
PSC. 4007 Wiswell Rd. Paula Davies. 1116 W. 9th
Murray, KY 42071. Ideally, St, Russellville, KY 42276.
the person will possess
HELP wanted for part time
knowledge and experience
position at Breaktime Bilin the use of CPT and
liards, Hwy 94 E. Apply in
ICD-9 coding and be skil753-9303.
led in the interpretation of person.
Alamo Cafe
KIRKSEY'S
medical charts for billing
purposes. Interested per- now accepting applications
sons should provide a brief for experienced full time
resume, salary require- night cook. For appointment call 489-6132.
ments and references.

AVON
$Money Money' Money'
Build a thriving business
through Avon leadership
Management 1-888-6696820 Ind/sIs/rep

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Just Say

060
Legal
Notice

Fri. 11
Fri. 3
lAon.3
Tues. 3
Wed. 3
_ Thurs. 3

onday
Tuesday
Wedneeda y
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Furnishings

DO you have a loved one DINING table $5u c-bo
LICENSED PRACTICAL
who needs care? I have Full futon frame $50
NURSES:
7-3 and 3-11 shift. Apply over 10 years experience 759-4991
references)
Nursing (and excellent
WestView
at
chair
taking care of the sick & LAZYBOY couch &
Home, 1401 S 16th St
elderly Please call me if Must sell 753-0235, after
767-3660 Ask for Kristi
you need help ask for 6pm
MEDICAL BILUNG
Brenda, 753-2637
workout
SOLOFLEX
company
Nationwide
bench, $180. Brand new
1•0
seeking billers Will train.
Franklin recliner, $150.
Business
PC required. Call
Hunter green kitchen table
Opportunity
800-624-1478.
& chairs. $100. 4PC bedNOW accepting applica- FOR Rent
Approx. room suite, $200 25" GE
tions for a managers posi- 1700sq ft warehouse tv, 2 years old, $150.
tion at Coastal Mart. Sal- space or convert to office Brass halogen floor lamp,
ary, commission, other space 12th & Story street, $25. Western play lamp,
benefits. 717 S. 12th St, Murray 12ft overhead $15. 7FT cream, blue &
door Contact Nathan at tan couch, $150. 489Murray.
502-5756200
2550
NURSES Aide, PRN, work
as needed on all shifts.
Prefer expenence, but will
train. Looking for mature
flexible person, who would
enjoy working with elderly.
Rewards & fullfilling work
in a pleasant atmosphere.
Apply in person: Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr. EOE.
PROGRAMMER for Visual
Basic 5.0 using ODBC 32
understanding Windows
NT, Flash 95. Send resume to: PO Box 2138,
Pans, TN 38242.
SECURITY OFFICERS
Up to $700 a week.
Temporary duty, Evansville, IN area. Food & lodging furnished for out of
state residence hired. No
criminal record. Contact
Clark Security, 10 Chestnut, Evansville, IN. Mon.
Fri 9am-4pm. 1-800-5422448. EOE.
SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America. Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-2971
TRUCK DRIVER
at Murray State University.
Full-time position with benefits package. High school
graduate or equivalent required. One year of experience in driving vehicles
and equipment required
with previous experience
in work related to grounds
preferred.
maintenance
Will assist in labor related
work in the heavy equipment division as assigned
by supervision Experience
preferred in the operation
and maintenance of large
trucks in an environment
when tight spaces are predominant and pedestrian
traffic is heavy. Must possess a valid driver's license (will be required to
obtain a CDL's driver's license). Preemployment
drug screening required.
Salary $6.15 per hour. Apply at Department of Employment Services, 1210
Johnson Blvd., Murray, KY
42071. An EEO, M/F/D,
AA employer.

Computers
COMPUTER Repair, Installation, Back-up. Call
Justin Crosser 759-8662.

ALMO COUNTRY STORE
Concrete lawn ornaments,
water garden plants and
accessories. Perinnials,
shrubs, trees. Angels &
cherubs in our gift shop.
CASH for G.I. Joe toys, 753-1934.
old or new. 753-7185.
SABRE lawn mower by
WANTED: Used sliding John Deere. 15hp 46" cut,
glass doors. Please call only used 3 times. $1,600
759-5341 or
obo.
436-5839.
759-0225_ "
ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Call SMALL engine repair. Call
753-0260.
753-9433
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pisFarm Equipment
tols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
300 MASSEY Ferguson
Murray.
combine for sale. Both
COLLECTIBLES & Anti- headers, extra parts Field
ques We buy 1 or whole ready. Please call after
estates Call 753-3633
6am or before 7pm.
WANTED: Riding mowers 753-9594.
& 4-wheelers that need
801 TRACTOR for sale
work. 436-2867.
492-8723

WILLOW Pond Restaurant
in Aurora, now hinng evenings & weekends. Apply
in person 4-9pm.

DO you have a loved one
who needs a caring sitter'?
15yrs experience as a
caregiver. Medical trained
References available Will
sit in home or nursing
home 435-4047

Musical
PIANO for sale 753-9248
SPINET/ CONSOLE
PIANO- Snell monthly
payments. Will finance
with approved credit. See
locally. 800-635-7611.

Mobile Homes For Sale
12X60, 1 OWNER central
h/a, dishwasher, garbage.
disposal, 2br $6,000
502-376-2693
1992 BELMONT Premier
16X80, 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
electric, Ig kitchen, utility.
8X8 front & 12X12 back
deck & underpinning. Spehome.
ordered
cial
$26,500. 527-1372.
1996 16X60 PRINCETON.
Appliances included. Must
be moved. Priced to sell.
767-9046, please leave a
message.
1997 DUTCHESS 14X72
2br, 2 bath, vinyl siding &
shingled roof, gas heat &
stove, central air. $20,000.
753-3716, 251-0031.

Artkties
For Sale
19" SONY color tv. Super
Nintendo + Mario Kart.
GameF3oy & 3 games. Antique wrought iron baby
bred, hospital size. Wooden quilt rack. Fabric. Mirrors. 502-753-5677.

GE1111SOLD

1985 PORTABLE pipeline
Lincoln welder. 753-0838.

Do ex sang a owerri Do yew errs to awn'SOK•pro sae/ Do you sant a tense

500 GALLON propane gas
tank. Black lacquer bedroom suit. 753-4487.
BURIAL plot. Need to sell.
Cheap. 492-8723.

SALES F YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUR OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"

Wiwi*iewmalwixern a.Fin b 1555 pea* he week to urea Wien r
te Murreerid wroxinerg meat a* caivisary orange/wins ins psoe• I me
Wang ix true be honest. maws eallanotvaind are be were Iro Vert every
pram hay lea 55.saws way hey said want b be roam !sort arricsy above
bort aid i wow twi sane woe Mom V. people he work be vial you have
hese erillkalaw. I wale sir-resod, may tellirepo yu . aril weer 1.tervilis
ou company Ms to oar

Murray Memorial Gardens
Shepherd
11-4 Mon.-Sat. • (502) 753-2971
Cal tor directions II needed No resumes
ho• 9191•9, re1 Peper.
E.O.E

DISHWASHER, 30" white
electric range, range hood,
kitchen faucet, stainless
steel sink, toilet, bathroom
sink, storm door, upnght
freezer. 759-4648.
Video's,
Sale:
FOR
shelves, etc. All you need
is the store or room.
436-2714 days.
FORMAL wedding gown &
veil, worn one time. $400
for both pieces. 753-9544
please leave message.

MOWERS, money back
guarantee 753-8292

MANAGER TRAINEE

Our Low Overhead
Saves You Big Money
=C WOW

PROM DRESSES Black
wisequins, size 9/10 Teal
green w/sequins & beads
size 1 1/12 Both worn one
time only Call 753-0943
after 4 30pm

=

•
6x9 Area Rugs
With and Without Tassles

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Coy
ers 36 inches, many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489-2722

$29.99-$99.99
9x12 Area Rugs

$79.99-$99.99

TV Beanie Babes for sale
Ears, Quackers, Gracey &
more Call 492 8566 after
5Pm
TEN foot satellite dish with
LIL Susie's house clean- receiver, rotary and des
ing- windows Exp ref rambler for sale 753345-2325 or 1-800-456- 9610
7237
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
42" HATACHI big screen
WILL do house cleaning tv Excellent condition Entertainment center with
Call 474-2131
glass doors. Both are light
WILL keep children in my
oak. 753-2753 or 1-800home State certification
455-3001 ask for Glen or
pending. More info call
Marilyn
489-2056.

piesea.

Will you earn S30,000 -535,000 this year and more in
future years? International company in its eighth decade of growth needs a manager in this area.
ARE YOU:
• SPORTS MINDED 'GOAL ORIENTED
'AMBITIOUS
• BONDABLE WITH GOOD REFERENCE
If you QUALIFY, you will be guaranteed:
'2 weeks expense paid training
• Guaranteed income to start S400/week
• Complete benefit and retirement package
Unlimited earning potential and advancement possibilities await you. Act today for a secure tomorrow.
CALL NOW - 443-8000
9:30 AM TO 6:30 PM - ASK FOR MR. WHITE

070
Domestic &
Childcare

LOCAL hunting club needs
2 or 3 members We have
1400 acres leased from
Westvaco in Southeastern
Calloway Co We have excellent deer, turkey &
small game hunting for the
entire family for $325/yr.
Call Todd at 759-1880 or
753-2315 after 5pm if
you're interested

150

FRESH Catfish, live or
UNIQUE opportunity for
dressed. 753-5693. Fred
single Christian woman as Gardner.
Legislative
aide/
personal
aide for disabled State LARGE bass amplifier,
Representative Kathy Ho- Peavey, $250. Peach love
gancamp. Good driving seat, good condition, $75.
experience a must. No 753-2084
smokers. References re- NEW 200 amp service
quired. Room & board plus pole $350. Phone
salary. Weekends off. Call 489-6151.
Joy at 442-3981 (H) or 2 MATCHING mountain
443-0345 (W).
bikes & brand new Pana
WENDY'S in Murray is sonic camcorder
now hiring daytime help 753-6348 after 3pm
only. Must be able to work
weekends_ Apply in person, ask for a manager.

Sports Equipment

•

Bright Vibrant Colors
and Elegant Pastels

100% Worsted Wool
63(9 Area Rugs

$169.994199.99

Paschall Floor Covering
Phone 901-498-6299
Fax 901-498-6297

Hwy. 641 North • Puryear, TN
'A

Fancy

tOld Paschall Proverb)
Sh,arncm Dr,eq Nul A Grad Deal 3fah.

•••.„'"
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Mobile Homes For Sale

1984 BUCCANEER 14x80
3br 2 baths, appliances
central h/a 753-9866
1985 FLEETWOOD 1470
2br, dishwasher, microwave
central h/a
753 9866

mem

lub needs
We have
sed from
itheastern
have exurkey &
ng for the
$325/yr
)-1880 or
5pm if
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monthly
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Apartments For Rent

1BR apt available, all applianoes, larger than most
Call Mur-Cal Realty
753 4444

E.ME.A61' apls now leasing Nice 2br $300, central
gas heat, c/a, close to
campus. No pets Coleman RE 753-9898

1BR Diuguid DI Call Coleman Realty 753-9898

1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray starting at
LOCATED 8 miles out of $200/mo 753-4109
Murray off 94E on Chapel
2BR, 2 bath with garage
Rd 16 1/2 acres fenced
hie, appliances
with 1977 3br, 1 bath mo- central
furnished, $525/mo, 1yr
bile home $45,000 Call
lease 1 month deposit No
(502)762-0055
pets, 753-2905 or
753-7536
FOR Sale 24X70 doublewide on approx 1 acre 11 26R, central gas hie, apmiles on 94 east of Mur- pliances furnished
$300/mo Coleman RE
ray. $21,500 obo
753-9898
354-9317

I

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

Latr[ in Kirksey
3BR,
$425/mo, water paid
898-4052 or 898-4646
2BR 753-6012
2BR trailer No pets ReferCall
ences needed
753-9866
VERY nice 1 br, 12X60,
water & trash pick-up furnished $225/mo 94E 1i2
mile past East-Y Grocery
753-2079

2BR duplex, central h/a,
stove refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up Coleman RE 753-9898
2BR duplex, central h/a,
dishwasher, microwave,
w/d hook-up No pets
$420/mo. Security deposit
492-8393
2BR near campus No pets
Call 753-1203
2BR upstairs apt 4 miles
on 121S No pets $285/mo
+ deposit, 489-2296

Offered

MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS Make it
your homel Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities Office hours
8am 5pm, Mon Fri
(502)753-8668, Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEW 1 br apt, all appliances
including w/d, $325imo
Deposit required
436-5725
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3 4br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm
VERY nice 2br,
baths
Townhouse Appliances
furnished w/washer &
dryer, $500/mo, lyr lease.
1 mo deposit No pets
753-2905, 753-7536
330
Rooms
For Rent

room
2BR duplex. 207 S. 11th SLEEPING
St. Appliances furnished $150/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898
No pets. Deposit required
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
$310/mo. Call 753-3415 or
753-7123.
1/2 ACRE lot for mobile
3BR unfurnished aparthome, north of Murray.
ment. Stove & refrigerator
/
1
2 ACRE, $100/mo. furnished. Just redecorat- 2BR, c/h, stove, refrigeraed. Close to campus. No
753-6012
tor, washer & dryer.
pets. $375/mo. 753-7276.
$425/mo. Deposit
re3BR, 2 bath, 4 miles 121 quired 1yr lease. No pets.
South $400 month rent/ Across street from MSU
deposit 489-2296
For appointment call Rog2 BAY shop w/office & LARGE 3br furnished, 1yr ers Enterprises, 753-5140,
compressor. $320. 753- lease, no pets. All utilities nights 767-9230.
3404.
paid. 1606 Miller. 7533BR, 2 bath 9 miles on
0932 or 753-5898.
121 north. $500/mo plus
2BR, brick, patio, w/d deposit. 489-2296
size
suites
Various
hook-up, shade. No pets.
FOR rent 3 or 4 bedroom
Walnut Plaza
$355/mo. 753-6931.
house, 905 N.16th. Call
104 N 5th
2BR duplex, 1409 Hill- 492-8225.
wood. 5375/mo. 759-4406.
753-8302 or
LARGE 3br house, newly
753-9621
3BR, stove/ refrigerator decorated, carport, utility
furnished. Central h/a. De- room & outside storage in
4 CAR shop for rent
posit & leave required. town $425 per month plus
753-4509
1303 Chestnut St. deposit. Phone 759-4665
OFFICE or store space in 759-4696.
Southside Shopping Censtove/ refrigerator
CURRENTLY taking appli- 2BR,
ter. 753-4509, 753-6612.
$375/mo + decations for rental assis- furnished_
posit. Lease required 711
tance on 1,2 & 31:14- units for
Payne St 759-4696.
qualified applicants Apply
Apartments For Rent
at Mur-Cal Apartments, 2BR, stove and refrigera902 Northwood Dr. Equal tor, w/d hookup, central h/a
1BR available now, nea
Housing Opportunity. $475/mo, 12 month lease,
MSU. Stove refrigerator
TDD# 1-800-247-2510.
1 month deposit 4 miles N
all utilities furnished, $325
No
pets. 753-2259 or
KENTUCKY Lake, LakeColeman RE. 753-9898.
land Wesley Village, lbr 527-8174.
1BR furnished apartment.
apartment, utilities in- 3BR, 2 bath 753-444-4
Small but clean. Close to cluded, rent based on in
campus.
No
pets
come 62 & older, or handi- 3BR house for rent, car$185/mo. 753-7276.
cap & disabled Equal port, appliances. Coleman
RE. 753-9898
Housing Opportunity
1,2 & 3BR units available
502-354-8888.
immediately. Apply at Mur360
Cal Apartments,902 North- NICE 2br duplex $450,
Storage Rentals
wood Dr. Equal Housing 1819 Ridgewood. 2BR gaOpportunity. 759-4984. rage apt, $300. 530 Broad
TOD* 1-800-247-2510.
753-7457
Neon Beach

Office Space

LABRADOR Pups, AKC,,
UKC registered champion
blood lines, guaranteed
hips, supert temperament
chocolate & black ready
mid July, 502-354-8041
SHELTIES (toy Collies)
sable & white
502-354-8211

k & Suppffee
BELGUIMS 2 mares in
excellent shape Call after
dark (502)354-6705
HAY for sale 489-2989
LLAMAS, young Peacocks
& Barbados Sheep for
sale Call Jerry at Fern
Terrace for further information, 753
'
1 09
Real Estate

W111‘"41----41.14
_
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"itia$40,
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Lots For Sale

tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W.

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.kentucky.homeccom
E-mail: carolwood@msn.com

ai
1,41)

Over 5,000 sq. ft. can be yours! Spacious4 yr.
old home in new town subdivision. 4 Br (3
very large with private bath)plus loft could be

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.

PRICE Reduced- 3br, 2
bath home in Preston
Heights, built only 5 years
ago. Cabinets a plenty,
french doors open onto
deck, cathedral ceiling, 2
car garage. Call Grey's
Properties for details at
759-2001. #3500293.

Elm
LOTS near Irvin Cobb Resort for sale. 436-5811

12 ACRE mini farm on
564, 11 miles from Murray
in Graves Co. 5YR old
28x60 home w/3br, 2
baths, livestock bam, tool
shed, & tobacco barn,
$85,000. 382-2921 or 3452270

2 NEW 3br brick. Both with
all appliances & double
garage. One includes hot
tub & large attic. Both located on Metcalf Ln. in
North Villa Subdivision.
437-4783 or 753-8237.
2113
BROOKHAVEN,
Preston Heights Sub., 3br,
2 bath, 1564sq ft living
area, 2 car garage, large
covered deck 8x12 storage bldg. New roof 1997.
110x152 Lot. $86,500.
Please call 753-0685.

CREEKVIEW
Self storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's $20-$40/mo
759-4081

2BR brick w/d, refrigerator
& stove, garage with storage, fenced yard, almost
new roof. 319
rvan.
$47,000. 753-4074.

Hwy 299
Mini Storage
489-6166
489-2796

2BR, 1 bath on 2 lots.
C/H/A, large deck, boat
house, storage bldg, lake
access, east of Murray in
Centeridge Subdivision.
Asking $46,000 call after
5pm, 474-2003.

C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

Br #5. Also study, LR,formal dining, kitchen
with breakfast area with bay window, total
31/2 baths, upstairs den. Add 13 closets (6
large walk-ins) plus a huge pantry. Also 2 car
garage, covered porch overlooking wooded
lot. Call 753-8453 to see for yourself!

GATESBOROUGH COLONIAL

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able
753-2905 or
753-7536

641 Storage
All Sizes
Available

753-5585
Pets & Supplies

3BR brick, private fence,
central h/a, 703 N 18th.
$63,000. 753-4074.

Beautifully decorated, 4,350 sq. ft. spacious, 5
BR,31/2 baths, study w/custom cherry cabinets,
large closets, play/tv room, 16x33 family room
w/FP,living room,formal dining room,front &
rear staircase, eat-in kitchen w/breakfast bar,
appliances, interior & ext. French doors, hardwood floors, 2 car garage w/workshop &
finished loft, attic storage, large yard, brick
patio, privacy fence, quiet dead end street, new
siding & roof'96. City'or county schools. Great
buy at $219,000.
Call 753-8276, 753-0998 for appt.

2204 Quail Creek Dr.

BENTON, KY. 20 Acre:
Main house has 3500sq ft,
3 bedroom, 3 bathroom,
large living-room, big family room, dining-room, large
kitchen, rear porch roofed,
3 car garage with basement. Also: Guest house
has 1400sq ft, new tennis
court, new 60x42 equipment building, tobacco
barn, $257,000.00. Also
90 Acre fencing farmland.
2 ponds, 60x40 horse
barn, $155.000.00. Appointment per phone 502527-2631.

1
1
3
,

AKC 2yr old female. Boston Ternor $150 7536813, leave message
AKC puppies ready now
St Bernard, Samoyed
Shih- Tzu, Peek- A- Poo
Shots & wormed
382-2331
Puppies &
BEAGLES
adults Tn-color and some
Reasonably
bluetick
priced Also female puppy
to give away, 3?4 Yellow
lab 492-8861
DOG Service Feed or
bath Walk your dog Call
492-8723, ask for Janice
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858

PRICE Reduced- Bnck 3br
in the trees. Pnced in the
$60's. This starter home
has a three year old roof &
new gutters. Detached garage compliments the
house. Country beauty situated on .93 acre. Call
Grey's Properties for deat
759-2001.
tails
#3500284.
RESIDENTIAL rental property. All located near university. 753-1040 after
6pm.

2BR, garage, vinyl siding,
8.26 ACRES north of Mur- triple deep lot. $29,900
ray Frontage on 2 roads Firm. 435-4602, 753-8767
Has well on property.
CORNER of N 7th & Olive
753-4811 after 5pm,
Starter home or excellent
460
rental property. Generates
Homes For Sale
$465/mo on two units.
Great commercial poten1400 DIUGUID 1- 2 bed- tial Zoned 13-3. $41,500
room log home, 100X200 762-4483 or 345-2748 aflot, all city services Close ter 5pm.
to university
$49,900.
502-927-9191

753-3853

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

INVESTORS Delight! Duplexes, great locationthese three 2br, 2 bath duplexes constructed in 1994
feature spacious rooms,
numerous amenities, excellent
rental
history.
$110K each or reduced
price 'for all three Call
Rich at Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for additional information.

on 2 subdivision lots. 5 minutes north of Murray.
$72,000. 753-1940.

EASTSIDE

mot

BY Owner Lynnville, lust
off 94W, immediate possession 3br, 1 bath, new
vinyl siding, 3)4 acre lot
Call 382-2745

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

All Size Units
Available

P

Br OWNER
1197 Crossland Road immediate possession 3br
brick 1 bath fireplace in
den on 1 5 acre lot with
many trees Located 4
miles from MSU Make an
offer Call 489-2756

MUST sell immaculate 1
10 ACRES in Kirksey
owner home, perfect for
area $20,000 Call 489first time home owner or
2056 after 5pm
older couple 3BR, 1 bath,
10+ ACRES, Hardwood carport, low utilities, 12yrs
trees, 9/10 of a mile from old. Broad St, 753-7455
KY Lake. Good homesite, days, after 6:30 753-1623
private entrance off of ask for Pam.
main road, $28,000. Seri- NICE 3br, 11.2 bath brick
ous inquires only please. home, newly remodeled,
Call 474-8704.
new roof, attached garage

Mini-Storage

A
more in
hth de-

120
Apartments For Rent

3BR. 11
/
2 bath, fenced
backyard, landscaped
Low 80's
3yrs old
753-6725
3BR, 2 bath, central hia,
garage, appliances Coleman RE 753-9898
BY OWNER: Vinyl sided
house located on 1005
Coldwater Road has a
16X22.5 living area with
fireplace, tiled foyer, kitchen with custom cabinets,
dining area. two bedrooms, three walk in closets, two full baths, utility
room, garage, wood deck,
and landscaping on a nice
lot in city limits House is
professionally decorated
For an appointment to
show call 753-0839 from
7am-5pm or 759-4272 at
ter 5pm
_

1996 YAMAHA Virago
1100 • 3400 miles. red &
pearl white, saddle bags,
engine guards, new windshield, lots of chrome,
$6500 502-753-0853 Murray
1997 HONDA Four Trax
300 EX, $3800 obo 4892550.
Sport Utility Vehicles
g21

i

1986 FORD Bronco XLT
p/w, p/I, alarm, a/c, very
good condition, $4500
753-6709

1986 JEEP CJ- 7, runs
good, good condition,
$5,500. 767-9557 after
6pm.
1988 BRONCO II 4X4, 1
owner $2,800 489-6140
1992 FORD Ex
90
0
3-7433

.

thisdCars
1988 BERETTA, 2dr, auto,
radio, a/c, new tires, tinted
windows 753-6224. leave
message
1989 EAGLE Summit, 5sp,
w/air, runs good, $2750
obo. 759-1663 Iv. message
1990 BERETTA GTZ, 5sp
Days 767-9449, nights
437-4393
1995 GRAND Am, good
condition Call 436-5293
after 4pm
MOVING must sell! 1998
Dodge Avenger, silver,
great
car
Automatic,
leather interior, fully equipped, power everything.
Asking $20,000. Call 7599215.

A REMODELING
1992 DODGE Caravan, A1
condition
101,8XX PROJECT represents a
miles, red loaded Phone considerable tinancial investment Let the vantage
'53-1308
of a quarter century s ex$u0
perience help RE-NU-IT!!!
Used Trucks
Consultation CAD free
1964 CHEVY piu com- estimates 474-8451.
pletely restored automatic
ADAM'S HOME
transmission Days 767IMPROVEMENTS
9449. nights 437-4393
Remodeling
Additions,
1966 CHEVY, short wheel Repairs Roofing, Decks
base 350, auto, power etc One Call Does It ALL
steering, red, $5500 435- No Job Too Small
759-9906
4209
1991 F-150 Ext cab, 6cyl, APPLIANCE REPAIR
5sp, good gas mileage PROFESSIONAL489-2989
DEPENDABLE
1993 DODGE Dakota 502-767-9552.
4wd, V-8 ext cab, red, auASPHALT SEALING
tomatic, a/c, loaded, red Travis Asphalt Sealing
Leer topper, excellent con- Driveways, parking lots
dition. $9,500. Call after Free estimates 753-2279
5pm, 474-8340. Serious
BACKHOE SERVICE
inquires only.
Small fobs, driveways, box
1997 F-150 Supercab blade rottertilling snow reFord Lariat, 2 wheel drive, moval 753-0834 or
fully loaded, anti theft devi- 759-9835
ces, dual air bags Asking
BACKHOE SERVICE
$20,000 or take over pay- ROY HILL Septic system
ments. Call 759-9215.
drive-ways, hauling foundations, etc 436-2113
Carves
1987 JAYCO Designer
Series, 35ft, 5th wheel, excellent condition, located
at KY Lake in Missing Hills
Resort in New Concord.
Includes decking, wooden
storage shed & paid lease.
Price $16,000. Phone collect (941)923-3525.
Boats & Motors
15FT Phantom tri-hull,
65hp Mercury, $1,150.
Also 24ft Voyager pontoon
boat, 60hp
Evinrude,
$950. Call after 4pm, 43E5494.

Vane

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

1989 DODGE Caravan LE,
109xxx miles, $3800
753-57p3

APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.

EXCELLENT deal on
1994 Nissan Quest van
GXE patkage includes
power seats, sunroof, etc
Leather interior Driver is
non-smoker & interior &
extenor in mint condition
72,XXX
miles
Shop
around & realize this is too
good to miss at $15,900
901-642-4322.

BOB'S PLUMBING SERV
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584
BUSHHOGGING
Gardens and lawns rototilled Tractor with 5tt rotobller Also, haul gravel for
driveways and spread Jon
esy 437-4030
CARPET cleaned by Cert
Techs Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
753-6300 anytime

CARPET Cleaning
Emergency Water Removal. Free Estimates. Satisfied
References
Call
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
1989 16FT Bomber Crap- CERTAINTEED vinyl repie- Mate. 1995 Johnson placement widows, vinyl
70hp motor, tilt & trim, siding & tnm. Professional
classic trailer, Johnson work at reasonable rates.
trolling motor, 2 depth find- Call days 559-8105.
ers. 8am-5pm 753-4451.
CRAWFORDS LAWN
after 5pm 753-1580
SERVICE &
WATER GARDEN
TIGERSHARK,
1996
INSTALLATION
bought new 1997. Low
hours. Excellent condition. Mowing, fertilizing, bed
mulching, lawn clean-up.
502-887-6236, 753-4286.
Free estimates. 753-1934.
22' CABIN Crusier wrtrailer, (nneds work)
CARPORTS for cars and
759-4991
trucks Special SIZEJS for
26FT pontoon boat, all alu- motor home, boats, RVs
minum, no wood to re- and etc Excellent protecplace. Heavey duty foam tion, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
filled tubes. Asking only
$3995. Don't buy a boat COLSON HOME REPAIR
until you've seen this. Call Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
759-1894 leave message
20yrs experience
36FT documented Gibson 753-5592.
houseboat with newly rebuilt 440 Chrysler & newly CONCRETE FINISHING
remodeled. $14,500 obo Sidewalks, driveways, patios Free estimates
753-9826.
435-4619
LOWE 24 pontoon 3yr old
CUSTOM BUILT
with trailer, 115 horse
Johnson, power anchor Wooden decks, fencing,
wench, depth gage, trolling pole barns, sheds, carports. Also repair & rebuild.
motor, extra seats $9.000
Excellent workmanship. AfCall 436-5099
fordable rates 753-7860.
1995 SUNCRUISER pon- CUSTOM bulldozing and
toon, teal & salmon color, backhoe work, septic sysbimini top, 115hp Evinrude
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Apprx 30hrs, like new
Horace Sholar.
435-4602 or 559-8510.
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser23FT Chris Craft with vices 'Cleaning vinyl sidcuddy and rear wing
ing, homes, mobile homes,
753-4509
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
530
cleaning, acid cleaning
Services Offered
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mo3-0 DOZING
bile Phone 502-759-4734.
Backhoe. septic, & gravel Cellular 502-853-1108
hauling Driveways, foundELECTRICIAN
ations 502-437-4969.
R&R ELECTRIC
Al Al A TREE SERVICE, New construction, rewiring,
stump removal, tree spray- mobile home hookups,
ing, leaf raking, hedge trim- electrical maintenance and
ming, landscaping, mulch repair Call anytime Murhauling & mulch spreading, ray, 762-0001, cell#
gutter cleaning Licensed & 519-1592
insured, Full line of equipFENCING
ment, Free estimates Tim
436-5744, Midway Fence Company
Lamb
Chain link, wood & vinyl at
1-800-548-5262.
reasonable prices
A-1 Tree professionals
759-1519
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Callo- GARDEN tilling, bushhogway County since 1980 ging, small jobs, driveways
Free estimates 437-3044 graded with box blade Gerald Carroll 492-6159
or 492-8737

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs AGC
certified 489-2214

APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30.
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
U.S. Highway
45 South

247-9300
1-800-874-0256

Mayfield
Kentucky

Lamb Brothers
Roofing Company
We do any & all

types of roofing.
Family Owned & Operated
Paul Lamb

759-6081 - 436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Fres Estimates • 24 hour Emergency Service

BASEMENTS & Homes
Sub & General contracting
Insulated concrete forms
(R32) StyroCrete builders
502-436-2007
or
502-436-5264

1987 GLASTRON 16ft ski
boat, 88hp Evinrude, red &
gray. Outstanding condition, $4950. 753-4437.

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans evadable
—411;
1
..0111117
for 1st time buyers, bad
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.

GUTTERS: Quality seamless aluminum gutters Variety of colors. Free estimates. Licensed. Also providing gutter maintenance
& supplies. Vinyl shutters
in a variety of colors Call
West KY Seamless Gutters for all your gutter
needs. 753-0278.
HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
wanted No lob too small
Yes, we paint houses Ph
753-2388 or 436-5759
HARDWOOD FLOOR
Installation and finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753 7860
LAMB BROTHERS
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing.
landscaping.
hedge trimming, raking
pressure washing Free
estimates 436-2102 ask
for Ben

CUSTOM KJTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

•

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
4cia SUNBURY MUR75R3A5Y9410Banmd Bunny Broad)
.

C
10
- -H
411N2—"
'
l0201"

.
1A1P1

Now is a Great Time to Build
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. With hhteprints &
lions we can give you a- contract price before we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes.
We also specialize in construction of lake
homes, large or small.

'Bruce
'fin ihi

green

(POI

(602)

MetOr.."io

bit .

5_3-8_34.;

Septic System
Installation
Custom Backhoe
Work
Phone:

(502) 437-4545

Need II Used Car?
Visit Our Web Site

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
www.automobliesonlIne.com.

•

1

June Special!
Wiggins will pay all sales tax
through the month of June.

Need Furniture? Bedding'?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Deliver • 753-4566

•
•
•
•

'Imprinted
• Colored
• Traditional
• Stained

Driveways
Pool Decks
Sidewalks
Pcrtios

leo* That Lasts, A Price You Con Alford

CREATIVE CONCRETE
Nick Craig
Ow nor

Murray, KY

767-0728

Fr**
Estimates

Many Styles and Colors Available!

Driveways • Parking lots • Subdivisions

KT. Paving
3554 Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036
Bill Travis
Phone (5021 474-2779

Kenney Travis, Owner
Phone (502) 759-1039
Cellular 559-8434

41.•
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Runners, walkers invited
for Main Street Mile
'one cd MORRIS „
Does
RTIZent
'. L.71
4
n -nOME IMPROVEMENT'
Painting - Siding - Roofing Plumbing
Water Damage Pest Damage Structural Repair
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates

(502) 759-4599

mb Brothers
Tree Service

SO2- 36-57414

1A300'"541a-52ea
LICENSED & INSURED

t
ir -to'

Fr.. Esimeaidu
21 Hr Ser*.c&
H&to TIWWIL
Tres Sprtry&sg
Tow & Stump
Removal

Trot Trum....i
clowsup sovic&
F.41 Li'.. of
Eqoup****1
(,)*a!,1, Sr, r

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed & In
Luke Lamb
sured
502 436 5950

Runners and walkers are invited
to participate in the Main Street
Mile Fun Run/Walk on July 4 as
part of the Freedom Fest 1998
LARRY S Small Engine celebration. Registration will begin
Repair Will repair any at 8:30 a.m. with the walk beginning
make or model riding
at 9 a.m.

mower, push mower, weedeater, or chainsaws 30
day warranty on parts & labor Pick-up & delivery
available Phone 492-8437
or 492-8548

The run/walk route will begin by
Sparks Hall on Main Street and end
at the corner of Sixth and Main
streets. Registration fees are $8 in
advance and $10 the day of the
LAWN mowing Reasona- event. Entry forms may be picked
ble & satisfactory.
up at area businesses such as Briggs
759-4659
and Stratton, Wal-Man and the
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
YMCA.
Let us clean your CarpetsUpholstery. Pet odor removal Commercial or
Residential Serving Murray for 26 years Free estimates 753-5827 Visa/MC.

MIKE SMALL CONFree estiSTRUCTION
mates Remodeling, fencing, decking roofing & electrical 489-2832
MITCHELL Bros Paving
Oldest paving company in
Calloway Co For estimate
call 753-1537,492-6141

* .
loes Painting Service
Residential - Commercial
Painting of All Types
Pressure Washing • Sand Blasting
All Work Guaranteed
Free Estimates

901-247-5244

MOODY S
Mower Repair
Pick-up & delivery
753-5668
MULCH delivered Murray.
436-5560
PAINTING
Black's Decorating Center
of Murray, KY, Inc. Residential, Commercial. Free
Estimates. Fully insured.
Call (502)753-0839 between 7.00 a m. and 5-00
p.m. Call(502)759-8609 after 5.00 p.m.

Smotherman s

PAINTING
Interior,
Extenor 25yrs
experience References
Free Estimates 345-2325,
1-800-456-7237

Bulldozer & Backhoe Work
Good Top Soil, Sand & Gravel
Septic Systems - Free Estimates

PAINTING interior- exterior Free estimates.
437-3879

Tony Patrick
759-2251
(cell) 559-6561

Charles Smotherman
436-5828

Shop Phom ft 436-5869

PC user and graphic designer
From business
cards to manuscripts and
anything in between. 4928342 after 5pm.
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

NOTICE!
NOTICE!

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690

We are in the process of
updating our Classified
system. Please excuse any
differences in your ads.

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.

Call 753-1 916 For Details
r--- Classifieds
Office Open
1

TUCKER'S
Lawn Care Service
Mowing. trimming, grass
catching & general lawn
care. 502-759-9609, leave
message.
WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured Over
20 years experience Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592
WOOD VCR
Repairing VCRs, Microwaves Free estimates Authorized dealer for 18-inch
Digital Satellite & Dish Network COMPLETE SYSTEM $89 Mon-Fri, 1-5 30
753 0530

I

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

BEAGLE' Fiest puppies
Call 436-2501

Medals will be awarded to the top
three finishers in 11 categories
based on gender and age. Trophies
be awarded to the top overall
finishers.
Spokesperson Carl Barrett said

$ummer Savings $ale
Till July 3rd, 1998
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1998 Toyota Camry LE
this event, which has been sponsored by Briggs and Stratton since
1993, is "a time to have fun." He
encourages all ages to participate.
Judy Gargus, festival director,
pointed out that this activity is for
the athlete as well as the not-soathletically inclined.
"This event is perfect for neighbors to get together and walk and
visit, and for parents to stroll their
children along," said Gargus.
For more information, contact
Barrett at 759-1680 or Freedom Fest
Headquarters at 759-2199.

Money arrested for battery
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Eddie
Money, the former New York
City cop who scored hits with the
songs "Two Tickets to Paradise"
and "Baby Hold On," was arrested for allegedly belting someone outside an apartment.
The 49-year-old rock star got
into the scuffle Sunday evening,
Sgt. Christopher Vasquez said.

By

"I don't know the particulars,
what he was fighting over or anything else," Vasquez said.
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1998 Toyota Corolla LE
Stock ft 98088

sho

The officer didn't know if the
other person was a man or a
woman.

are

Money was arrested on suspicion of battery and released early
Monday.

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
July 1, 1998:
Make a point of looking at the big
picture this year. How you view situations can change substantially as a
result. You gain through travel,education,foreigners and spiritual subjects. Career blossoms in 1999. Be
careful with financial wheelings and
dealings;there could be unusual confusion and change if you let others
take control. Make sure you are
master of your own ship. If you are
single, a special relationship will
blossom this year, if it hasn't already.Ifattached,don't get too locked
into having things your way at home.
An equal give and take is a must.
LIBRA pushes you hard.

care about messes up your plans for
a get-together with friends. A flirtation could develop into something
more. Tonight: Let it all hang out.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Sometimes, it is best to sit on
the sidelines. This is one of those
times. Communications run amok,
as others seem to automatically misunderstand. Take care of a problem
at home. A family member means
well. Go with the spontaneity. Tonight: Do your own thing.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Aim for what you want. A
partner isn't working with you, in
your opinion. Why is he threatened?
Get to the core ofthe issue, and work
it through. Others appreciate your
consideration. Confusion surrounds
plans,bringing a change.Follow your
intuition. Tonight: With friends.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Accept the limelight. It feels

The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
like all responsibility falls on your
shoulders. But you handle it well.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
Someone feels undermined by your
**** Pressure to get things done actions. Talk can be helpful, even
intensifies. You hear a lot from part- though you think this person doesn't
ners, family and friends. Stay even hear you. Be more discriminating
and accommodating, and it will all with money.Tonight:Could be a late
work out. What a friend is saying night.
could confuse you. Keep asking ques- AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18
tions, get verification and ask for ***** You are personality-plus.
feedback. Tonight: Say yes.
Lighten up about what is going on at
TAURUS (April 20-May 20
work Be a visionary: Look to trends
**** Get into work and keep that and future plans. Though someone
even, gentle manner despite misun- could react to your quest for deeper
derstanding someone's growing frus- insight, in the long run, he apprecitration. Your sincerity saves the day, ates your perspective. Tonight: Go
despite confusion. Stay nurturing where there is fun music.
and considerate. Work with unex- PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
pectedjob-related news.Tonight:Put **** Discussiohs need to be on an
in the hours needed.
intimate level. Someone doesn't unGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
derstand. Taking a risk, starting up
***** Visit with others; be a flirtation or doing anything offbeat
friendly and clear with them. won't help. Intuition is high, allowSomeone's caring is key to your well- ing you to make the right decision.
being. Don't get into a tiff with a You see someone in a different light.
child or loved one. Empathize, walk Tonight: Off with a friend.
in their shoes and get past a limitation. Someone might be having a BORN TODAY
hard time hearing you. Tonight: Actor Dan Aykroyd 11952), filmLaughter is good medicine.
maker Sydney Pollack 1934),
CANCER1June 21-July 221
dancer-choreographer 'INvyla Tharp
**** You have a solid point of (1941)
***
view.Someone simply doesn't agree.
Don't let war break out on the home
front. How it ends could have a lot to
do with how stubborn you become. A
partner is confused about finances;
help him out. Tonight: Accept an
unexpected gesture.
LEO July 23-Aug. 221
**** You like to be clear, but
.10 Minute Oil Change
somehow there seems to be a haze
Most Major Brands
between your words and how some•Brake Service
one receives them. It probably isn't
you. Keep at it, and don't lose inter•Transmission Service
est. Likewise,don'tjudge whatsomeone says. A partner surprises you.
•Cooling System Flush
Tonight: Visit a favorite store.
Locally Owned
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You fall into the world of
& Operated
high financing. Don't take someone's
good will for granted. He means well
yet could suddenly veer in a differoar: ID Lae Cater restsuran0
ent direction. Verify appointments,
news and information. There could
759-2265 759-1529
be a last-minute problem. Tonight
Surprises happen.
We Honor
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Coupons
Competitors
**** Pressure from a boss or some
one in charge makes you most unProfessional Lubrication for
comfortable. Pull back, and think
your car, truck, motor home
through a decision. Someone you

36 Mo. Lease/
$198°V11/1o.
$500.00 + 0 Security Deposit + $198.00 1st Mo. Payment =
i.t $698.00 Total Due at Lease Signing.

1998 Toyota Tacoma
Value Edition
Stock # 98121

49200

As Low As $11 9

6 In Stock

THE
R0(

1998 Toyota
Tacoma 4x4
Stock # 98360

$16,4900°

B

BIG BIG BLOWOUT SALE
SAVE UP TO 50%!
1st Quality Ceramic Tile

99° - *2.49 sq. ft.
WOW! l'ickering Laminate Flooring

$2.79 incl. pad!
Monsanto 1st Quality Trackless
Carpet
ALWAYS The
frkr-Sia.a2 — Now
Biggest Stock of
incl.
Vinyl
Flooring
in 3 States!!
pad!

*8.99

p2.88 - *11.99
Our Motto is..."If You Don't Want To Pay The BIG CITY
Prices...Come Talk To The Country Folk!"

Buy it NOW with Paschall's in-house financing!

PASCHALL FLOOR COVERING
Hwy

Lookers svconneAdored!!
...Buyers

901-498-6297at the TN/KY stateline
6'9
10
Phone
901-498-6297 Fax

507 S. 12th

1998 Toyota Avalon's

PRE

Five Points

e,e4.€644‘.
Mi„N,El.,11/„,W7,,L„
CABINETS ,
WOODWORKING
*Office Furniture &
.Kitchen Cabinets
Entertainment Centers
& Vanities
•Solid Surface Countertops

3,500 Off
Sticker

Pt-PPt-/escc
2420 E. Wood St., Paris ()TOYOTA
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

cCP
DiEvnotEr

502-759-9672
301 Andrus Drive (across from H.T. Marketing) • Murray

I
QUEE
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_

("Whatever it takes. we want to be your car & truck company.')

All

Oldsmobile
prices do not include tax, title and licens

ie.
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DEAR ABBY
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

It =

'OTA

LOOKING BACK

glands Called "aldosteronomas."
these growths also cause low serum
potassium. It sounds as though your
doctors were looking for such a tumor
with the CT scan They seem to have
found it. Now you need further testing
(such as bilateral adrenal vein
catheterization) to confirm it as a
cause of your problem. If so, you need
surgery.
I don't understand why your doctors
told you not to worry. I would have
thought they'd be elated at discovering such an unusual and treatable)
finding
Return to your primary care physician for an explanation and, perhaps,
a referral to an endocrinologist.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Hypertension." Other readers who would like a copy should send
$2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
C 1948 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN,

DEAR ABBY: I never laughed so boyfriend.
Ten years ago
The comments about 'Turhard as I did when I read about
The National Scouting Mu"Gwen" in the letter from "Turkey- keyless in Arkansas" continue
DEAR DR. GOTT I know that some
seum at Murray State University
less in Arkansas." I like that girl! unabated. Read on:
dietary salt is beneficial, but the
will help celebrate America's
I'm sure there are a lot of "hunting
amount in commercially prepared
212th
birthday with reduced adwidows" out there who would love
DEAR ABBY: This is in response
food is ridiculous As a recent widow, I
to have done the same thing (yell, to "Turkeyleas in Arkansas." Abby, mission prices and special activifind the option of an occasional frozen
ties on July 4.
"Run,turkey, run!")
just because this couple are not
dinner most appealing. However,
My response to Gwen: You can birds of a feather doesn't mean they
Glenda Kelly Rowlett, secretthese meals are too salty and I don't
do one of two things if your man can't enjoy a beautiful nest toary at Murray Area Vocational
understand why their manufacturers
decides to confront you bout your gether. There is nothing written
can't back off. Those consumers who
Education Center, was presented
"insensitivity" to his hunting:
that says you must enjoy the other's
want more salt can add it at the table.
the State Vocational Award of
1. "RUN, GWEN, RUN!" You hobby. In fact, I personally recomExcellence for Outstanding Staff
I have written to several companies
will always be second to his hunt- mend that each have his or her own
reply
standard
is:
"People
their
and
Achievement in ceremonies at
ing. It may be the turkey season personal interests — it makes for
wouldn't like the food with less salt."
Frankfort.
now,
but
next
individuals,
interesting
who
in
more
on
the
list
will
be
So much for consumer clout.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Sykes were
deer, bear, elk, moose, rabbit, squir- turn enhance each other as a couDEAR READER: I couldn't agree
rel, pheasant, duck, etc. If you ple.
married 50 years June 25.
with you more. Prepared dinners,
should marry this guy, expect to
I'll bet "Turkeyless" would not
Births reported include a girl to
especially frozen ones, are much too
wake up alone from late October to want to take a special cooking class, Joy and Michael Bruner, June 24,
salty for people who wish to moderate
early April.
but would like his turkey cooked to
and a girl to Teena and thomas
or limit their intake of salt. While it's
So, if snuggling in the morning is perfection. According to him, Gwen
Hock, June 26.
true that salt adds flavor, consumers
what you like to do, get a teddy can cook and she looks good. She
Twenty years ago
could certainly add salt at the table if
bear. Don't make any plans without can pamper herself while he hunts,
their frozen dinners seemed too bland.
Calloway County magistrates
asking his schedule because morn- and then they can have a wonderful
began apportioning some
ing isn't the only time they go hunt- meal together while he feasts his
I don't have much clout either, but
ing-, late afternoons are popular, too. eyes on her.
perhaps if more of the public demand$130,000 extra road aid money
If dinners and movies are what you
My husband loves tinkering with
during a session of the Fiscal
ed less-salty frozen dinners, the
enjoy on Saturday evenings, take a his old sprint and midget race cars. Court.
industry would sit up and take notice.
girlfriend instead. And be sure to I sit in a rocking chair in my special
DR. GOTT
You folks at home, get out your pens.
The Rev. Harold Smotherman
keep his "If I Go Hunting One More corner of his workshop and do
DEAR DR. GOTT: I had a recent CT
died
June 28 in a car fire accident
Time My Wife Is Going to Leave needlework, and we can still share
scan because I have high blood presat his home in the Harris Grove
Me
...
God,
I'm
conversation.
Gonna
and
time
Miss
Her"
Once
Tin
a
PETER
sure and low potassium. The X-rays
community.
shirt handy at all times. Or, you while I will hand him a tool; occashowed a "2-by-2-centimeter homogeM.D.
GOTT,
Dr. Russell E. Howard has ancould:
he
sionally
gives
me
an
opinion
on
neous mass in the left adrenal gland."
2. JOIN HIM AND HAVE FUN! combining colors. Sometimes I
nounced that he will begin pracMy doctor told me not to be conThat is what I finally did after four accompany him to a vintage auto
ticing medicine in Murray in
cerned. Should I be?
years of griping and nagging. When swap meet, and once in a while he
July.
DEAR READER You bet you
I did, I got the opening-day prize — will walk through a quilt display at
Births reported include a girl to
should.
a 10-inch bearded gobbler! My hus- a fair with me.
Some rare types of hypertension
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Glover, June
band and I have fun hunting toRelationships are give-and-take.
are caused by tumors in the adrenal
12, and a boy to Dr. and Mrs.
gether, although I don't go all the Both must give and both must take.
time. It taught me to respect his
MARRIED TO VROOM-VROOM, William R. Wilson, June 19.
Thirty years ago
favorite sport, his hunting buddies
SANTA ANA,CALIF.
and him more!
Several deeds of conveyance
My suggestion to "Turkeyless in
DEAR MARRIED: Yours by property owners on U.S.
Arkansas" is: If you care enough sounds like a model marriage. Highway 641 North to the KenAmerican Heart
about Gwen, don't try to force her to Happy companions make the
tucky Department of Highways
love what you do. Has she consid- best mates.
Association.
have been recorded in the office
ered
ditching
you because you break
Frgheng Heart Dtsease
out in hives whenever she asks you
and Stroke
CONTRACT BRIDGE
to accompany her to the mall? If you
dump her, watch out! Your friend,
who has a much better sense of
humor than you, may snatch her
AMERICAN HEART
up, and next year you'll be hunting
ASSOCIATION
alone.
North dealer.
MEMORIALS &TRIBUIES
played two rounds of trumps and
TALKING TURKEY IN FLORIDA North-South vulnerable.
then four rounds of hearts, disNORTH
carding a diamond from dummy.
DEAR TALKING TURKEY:
•K J 43
The diamond discard wasn't imprinting
I'm
your letter in the
1-800-AHA-USA 1
V QJ5
portant as such, but it was by no
hope that Gwen will spot it. As
• A6
means a haphazard play. South
a hunter's wife, you have laid
4KJ
83
had
a very shrewd purpose in mind.
on the line what she should
WEST
EAST
Declarer next led a club and
expect if she marries her
+ 76
+9
West, also a top-notch player,
974
DAILY COMICS
119 8 6 2
stepped right up with the ace.That
•K Q J 7 3
•10 9 8 5 2 ended the play and declarer made
4A 74
Q 10 9 5
the slam.
BLONDIE
SOUTH
Had West followed low on the
•A Q 10 8 5 2
club lead, South would have had a
OH NO! I JUST POUND ANOTI-IIER
11,A K 103
6RAY HAIR!
difficult guess as to whether to
•4
play the king or the jack from
WHAT'S
+62
dummy.
WRON6
The bidding:
Whether he would have guessed
WITH
North East
South West
correctly no one will ever know. In
THAT?
1+
Pass
1+
Pass
the actual layout,declarer succeeds
2+
Pass
6
by playing the king,but ifWest has
Opening lead — king of diamonds. the queen and East the ace, the
jack is the winning play.
It's well known that there are
South's method of play would
hands when there's a distinct dis- probably have been a waste oftime
advantage to being a good player. against an inferior West player.
The expert who sees all and knows Declarer intentionally went out of
all sometimes makes plays that his way to inform West he had
wouldn't occur to a lesser player, started with six spades and four
and as a result occasionally pays a hearts.
THERE ARE THE CIKAAMON
IC I GRIE IT TO HER.,
BOUGHT rr FOR HER
I &AVE BIRTH MORE
price for his superior knowledge.
By cashing his hearts and disTHAN 30 4EARS AC70,
ROILS IN DAUGHTER LOlIES! SHE'LL EAT IT. IF SHE EATS B5CAU.SE SHE LOVES IT...
The moral is thatignorance is some- carding a diamond from dummy,
IT, SHE'LL HATE HERSELF.
I'LL GET ONE FOR HER!
-AND NOW I WILL EAT CT
AND
STILL &AWING
times bliss.
South hoped to persuade West that
THE BA84 WEIGHT..
FOR HER SO SHE woN'T
Consider this deal played in a he had started with two diamonds
SUFFER BECAUSE OF IT!!
national pair championship.South and one club.The actual Westswalquickly got to six spades and West lowed the bait:- apparently conled a diamond.
vinced he'd lose the ace unless he
Declarer, a well-known expert, took it while he had the chance.
Tomorrow: Necessity: the mother of invention.

"Thefamily
suggests that
memorial
contributions
be made to
the American
Heart Association."

Hook, Line and Sinker

r.

CROSSWORDS
material
36 Odin's
brother
37 Fed agcy
38 Marmalade
39 Thicken
40 Providence s
St
41 Like a — —
bricks
42 Tumble
43 Plan in detail
(2 wds )
45 Haughty
47 Sly sidelong
lookS
48 Sierra —

ACROSS
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

illEmint
Men%

GARFIELD
THE ALL-CAT CHANNEL
PRESENTS THE BUDGET CHEF"!

TODAY. HOW TO MAKE
YOUR RAT LAST
A WHOLE WEEK!

THAT STEW
HAS WHISKERS

AND ONLY
THREE GRAMS
OF FAT!

1 Inclination
6 Servers
11 Comfort
12 — tooth
14 Milan
currency
15 — or treat
17 Calcium
symbol
18 TV Tarzan
19 Cease-fire
20 C-F linkup
21 Roman 501
22 Plague
23 Stand on
ones own
(two) —
24 Loyal
26 Oxidizes
27 Author Harte
28 Emerges
victorious
29 Ridicule
31 Weakest
34 Dampens
35 Roofing
23

Answer to Previous Puzzle
PLAT
TREY
MAH
I BAR
HORS
I CE
ASHORE
GE
AND
PODS
ROSEY
INTIMATE
NM
MECCA
ABC
YEA
AM
SNA
ELF
RO
NOS OLD
TUNER
NH
EURASIAN
CHARM
DAIS
1 0C 0

Word with
paper or
water
2 Mr Calhoun
3 Nice season
4 Between Vt
and Me
5 Take away
1

4

5

6

7

6-30 © 1998 United Feature Syndicate
6 Twofold
7 Item thrown
at weddings
8 Part of Ci&A
9 Three tt
8

9

,10

12

iuuIN
•
ill
ill
Mill
ill
dl -dill
ii
ill

ill
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ill

MI

PEANUTS
I PAVE TI4REE
QUEEN5,TWO JACKS
FOUR TENS, AND
ONE El6HT..

I HAVE TWO
ACES FOUR
KIN65,THRE
TWOS AND
ONE NINE..

13

7

;

—_.--0 ;
I

A

10 An opening
for receiving
nteetrhing
11 sWoirri
coasters
13 Sodas
16 Hustle
19 Dogma
20 Olympian
great Owens
22
23 Supply of
money
25 Touches
upon
26 Miami Heat
coach
h
28
29 Gyrate
30 Antenna
31 Venus de —
32 Slender
33 — Savalas
35 Temporary
shelters
38 Soup du
Profit
4391 Pedal digit
42 Naval addr
44 Old pronoun
46 Gym course
(abbr )

of the Calloway County Court
Clerk. These deeds for property
were for the purpose of four Ianing of the highway.
Debbie Rogers and Jayne Scott
won first place in their divisions
in the Purchase Area 4-H Club
Style Show at the Student Union
Building, Murray State University. .I hey will model their dresses at the Kentucky State Fair,
Louisville.
Forty years ago
Richard S. Morris of Dexter
graduated June 27 from recruit
training at the Naval Training
Center, San Diego, Calif.
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin West.
Mrs. B.J. Hoffman, Mrs. Charlie Crawford and Mrs. John
Workman were elected as officers for 1958-59 by the North
Murray Homemakers Club.
Fifty years ago
Harry Miller has accepted the
position of administrator of the
Murray Hospital, according to
H.J. Fenton, chairman of the
board.
The Murray High School Band,
directed by Mary Elizabeth
Roberts, led Murray's delegation
in the VFW parade at Paducah on
June 26. About 100 members of
Murray VFW Post 5638 with
George E. Overbey as commander marched in the parade.
Mrs. W.W. McElrath presented
a program on "March of Times"
at a meeting of the Murray Magazine Club held at the home of
Mrs. Jack Beale.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 30, the
181st day of 1998. There are 184
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 30, 1971, the 26th
Amendment to the Constitution,
lowering the minimum voting age
to 18, was ratified as Ohio became the 38th state to approve it.
On this date:
In 1936, the novel "Gone with
the Wind" by Margaret Mitchell
was published in New York.
In 1952, "The Guiding
Light," a popular radio program,
made its debut as a television
soap opera on CBS.
In 1963, Pope Paul VI was
crowned the 262nd head of the
Roman Catholic Church.
In 1971, a Soviet space mission ended in tragedy when three
cosmonauts aboard Soyuz XI
were found dead inside their
spacecraft after it had returned to
Earth.
In 1985, 39 American hostages
from a hijacked TWA jetliner
were freed in Beirut after being
held 17 days.
In 1986, in a 5-4 decision, the
Supreme Court ruled that states
could outlaw homosexual acts between consenting adults.
Five years ago: Agriculture
Secretary Mike Espy promised
federal help for Midwestern farmers as he toured flood-damaged
areas of Iowa, South Dakota and
Wisconsin. Actor George
"Spanky" McFarland of "Our
Gang" and "Little Rascals"
fame died in Grapevine, Texas, at
age 64.
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This is the Sale you have waited for!!!

BESTWAY
FURNITURE

Shop 8 Compare!
No Down Payment...
No Interest For 3 Full Years!

HOLIDAY
Sale*A*Brat;on

7th Annual Holiday

HOURS:
Wed. - Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Sat., July 4th 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Closed Sunday

SALE-A-BRATION
Starts Wed.,
July 1st (1".1

3 Years
"
--7
"
ir

Financin
WITH 8499 PURCHASE
AND APPROVED
CREDIT

ABSOLUTELY NO INTEREST OR FINANCE CHARGES!!

Low Payment With 3 Years FREE Financing
Purchase'500 Purchase'1000 Purchase '3500 Purchase '5000
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Pay Only
Pay Only
Pay Only
Pay Only
$1388
Per Month

$2777
Per Month

$9722
Per Month

$13888
Per Month

We carr hi h nein name brand furniture at low,low, discount vices.
Large Selection Of
All Dining Rooms
Please Hurry This
Living Room
Will Be Sale Priced
Sale Will Be For A
Suites &
Plus 3 Years
Sectionals
Very Limited Time!
FREE Financing
All Coffee
and End Tables
Sale Priced

Box Springs & Mattress
Sets` By Southerland
& Serta
All Special Sale Priced!

Large Selection
Of Quality
Bedroom Furniture

BET
SH
TEPA
RR
IC
EEAS
.IN 11
GUARANTEED.
CHECK WITH US
BEFORE YOU BUY.

E
S
T
W
A
Y
FURNIT

JUST A SHORT
DRIVE FROM
WHERE YOU ARE.

EASY TERMS.

URE 8 MATTRESS

302 N. Main Street • Benton, KY •527-2400'
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